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Abstract 

This report presents a time-resolved study of the laser-induced fluorescence of atomie hy
drogen in an expanding argon/hydrogen plasma created by a cascaded are. Hydrogen ground 
state atoms are excited to the p = 3 level by using two-photon laser induced excitation, after 
which the p = 3 ---7 2 fluorescence is monitored. A technique is developed and implemented 
to measure the fluorescence as a function of time. Fluorescence decay times of 10 ns have 
been measured with an accuracy of 0.5 ns at axial plasma positions with a distance to the are 
nozzle between 20 and 200 mm. Close to the cascaded are souree a slightly higher decay 
time of 11 ± 0.5 ns is measured, which is possibly caused by re-absorption effects. 
A time-resolved collisional radiative model is developed to model the laser induced fluores
cence. The model prediets a constant fluorescence decay time of 10 ns over the entire range 
of plasma conditions that are (expected to be) encountered in the cascaded are plasma. The 
calculated shape of the fluorescence signal shows good agreement with the measured time
resolved fluorescence decay. 
The absolute atomie hydrogen ground state density as a function of axial position, over a 
range of 80 mm, has been determined via a titration experiment. At 1 mm from the are noz
zle the density is ( 5.0 ± 1. 7) · 1020 m - 3; it has dropped to (5.0 ± 1. 7) · 1019 m - 3 at 10 mm and 
to (2.0 ± 0.7) ·1018 m-3 at 80 mm from the nozzle. The atomie hydrogen temperature varies 
between (3.0 ± 0.3) · 103 K close to the nozzle and (8.0 ± 0.8) · 102 Kat 20 mm distance, 
after which it slowly increases again toa local maximum of (1.3 ± 0.1) ·103 Kat z = 55 and 
65mm. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

As each following chapter of this graduation report zooms in on one or more specific subjects 
of the project, this introductory chapter carries the important burden of having to explain the 
motivations that led to the collection of subjects that make up the present work, to outline the 
general flow of the report, and to define the inter-relationships between the various subjects. 
In short, to put the rest of the chapters into what is known as "the bigger picture". 

A recent actdition to the reporting duties of physics students in Eindhoven is to write a 
short section entitled "technology assessment". The author has the understanding that this is 
in fact a slightly fancier expression for "the bigger picture" and it therefore fits precisely into 
this introductory text. After the bigger picture has been sketched, the motivations that led to 
the choice of subjects in the report are elucidated. Finally, an outline of the chapters in this 
report is given. 

1.1 Technology assessment 

This report is mainly concemed with research on a cascaded are produced expanding argon 
and hydrogen plasma. The plasma souree and conditions are similar to those used in applied 
research projects. These projects include applications like the growth of amorphous hydro
genated carbon matenals [1] and of diamond layers [2], the production of solar cells [3], and 
the removal of dirtand corrosion layers on archaeological artifacts [4]. 

A common factor in the processes mentioned above is the cascadedarc's ability to pro
duce ground state atoms from hydrogen molecules [5]. Hydrogen atoms contribute to the 
passivation of thin amorphous semiconductor layers (e.g. solar cells), assist carbon depo
sition processes (diamond layers, amorphous hydrogenated carbon materials) and can even 
help remove corrosion from ancient artifacts. Part of this report deals with the interesting 
question of how many hydrogen particles the cascaded are actually produces. Other subjects 
of this report, such as time-resolved laser induced fiuorescence measurements and modeling 
are connected with the density measurements and also have applications in the fundamental 
research of this type of plasma. 
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1.2 Motivation 

Charged particles can be deflected by electric fields, and excited atoms radiate. The problem 
with determining densities of ground state particles in a plasma is that these particles, when 
they are not interacting with a substrate, are not easily detectable. The investigation of the 
atomie hydragen neutral density is, in the present work, carried out using a technique called 
laser induced fluorescence (LIF). With this technique, ground state hydragen atoms are ex
cited to a higher level by the absorption of laser photons. The atoms will subsequently make 
a transition to another state, which, if this occurs via spontaneous emission of a photon, can 
be detected using traditional spectroscopie means. From the intensity of this fluorescence 
light the neutral density can be, in principle quantitatively, determined. 

The actual situation is slightly more complicated than that. lt is far more convenient to 
calibrate the experimental setup in a special measurement in which the .ground state density 
is determined directly. This measurement, also described in this report, consists for atomie 
hydragen of a titration experiment [6] using a Beenakker cavity plasma souree [7]. The 
second complicating factor is that the relationship between the absolute fluorescent light in
tensity and the ground state atom density depends on the conditions of the plasma in which 
the measurement is done. This relationship can be investigated by doing a time-resolved 
fluorescence measurement; instead of measuring the total amount of fluorescence that is ob
served after a laser induced excitation, the fluorescence is studied as a function of time. This 
is, especially in the case of excited hydragen levels with spontaneous decay times of down 
to 10 ns, no trivia! matter. The first part, chronologically speaking, of the graduation project 
consisted therefore of choosing and implcmenting a suitable methad for time-resolved mea
surements. 

Another method of tackling the problem of determining the relationship between fluores
cenee and density is computer modeling. A collisional radiative model was adopted [8] and 
adapted to describe the effects of laser induced excitation as a function of time. The time
resolved model was used to calculate the result of laser induced excitation on the excited 
state populations for a variety of plasma parameters. 

These calculations, as are time-resolved fluorescence measurements, are also of inter
est to more fundamental research. Laser induced excitation causes a localized (both in the 
plasmaand in the atomie excitation space) disturbance of the atomie state distribution func
tion (ASDF) of the particles. A measurement of the excitation relaxation (decay) time will 
teil us whether the decay is govemed by spontaneous emission only or if (electron) collisions 
play a role of importance. These measurements therefore give, at a very locallevel, informa
tion about the important plasma balances. Time-resolved measurements of laser enhanced 
populations canthen be compared to the results of a time-resolved collisional radiative model 
[9]. 

The laser induced population of the excited level will, as time increases, spread through
out the atomie excitation space. Populations of levels higher than the initia! one will increase 
through electron excitation, while the density of lower levels will increase due to both elec
tron de-excitation and spontaneous emission. Time-resolved measurements of levels close in 
energy to the excited level thus also gives information about the plasma excitation kinetics. 
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1.3 Outline of the report 

The following chapter, number two, discusses some principles and applications of laser in
duced fluorescence. Not many 'turn-key' laser systems are available that produce light with 
sufficient energy to excite ground state hydragen atoms. The technique of two-photon laser 
induced fluorescence is introduced, which circumvents this problem by using two photons 
instead of one to bridge the energy gap between the ground and an excited state. The de
scribed applications ofLIF include density and temperature measurements, and the relevanee 
of time-resolved measurements is explained. 

The third chapter gives an overview of time-resolved fluorescence measuring techniques. 
This chapter is a report on the investigation of various techniques that was carried out at 
the beginning of the project. Mter a general introduetion to the technique, four different 
methods are described and the chapter ends with a condusion in which one method, transient 
recording, is selected. As far as the main text is concemed, the treatment of time-resolved 
fluorescence techniques ends here; the appendix contains some further treatment of specific 
transient recording issues. 

In chapter four the experimental setup is described. Apart from the laser setup and the 
cascaded are plasma source, the LIF setup is treated, and special attention is devoted to the 
photomultiplier that is used to measure the fluorescent light since its characteristics are of 
great importance for time-resolved measurements. 

Chapter five contains a description of the developed time-resolved collisional radiative 
model (CRM). After a short general introduetion on CRMs the extensions necessary to de
scribe laser induced excitation are dealt with. In the next section, the applicability of the 
current model to the cascaded are Ar/H2 plasma is discussed, while in the last section calcu
lations are presented of the dependenee of the fluorescence light on laser intensity and plasma 
conditions, and of the influence of laser induced excitation on the atomie state distribution 
function. 

In the sixth chapter the results of the time-resolved fluorescence measurements on atomie 
hydragen are presented. The most important result is a measurement of the fluorescence 
decay time as a function of axial distance from the cascaded are source. 

Chapter seven contains the results from the titration experiment. The measurements with 
the flow-tube reactor plasma souree that was used to calibrate the setup are presented and a 
the calibrated cascaded are hydragen densities as a function of axial position are determined. 

In chapter eight, the discussion and conclusions, the results from chapters five, six and 
seven are discussed tagether and some general conclusions are drawn. 

The appendix contains a treatment of some additional transient recording issues, a de
scription of the used computer software and data about the photomultiplier tubes that were 
used. 
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Chapter 2 

Principles and applications of Laser 
Induced Fluorescence 

In this chapter some principles and applications of laser induced fluorescence (LIF) are 
treated. The principles involve one and two-photon excitation of atomie levels in general 
and of the hydragen ground state in particular. The general form of the rate equations for 
laser excitation are given; a discussion of the details is postporred until the chapter on the 
hydragen collisional radiative model. The specific details of the laser setup are treated in the 
chapter on the experimental setup. 

Applications of LIF include measurements of densities, temperatures and plasma excita
tion kinetics. In the section on density measurements a formula is derived for the relation be
tween fluorescent light intensity and ground state density in the case of h.ydrogen two-photon 
LIF. This formula demonstrates the relevanee of time-resolved fluorescence measurements
the main concern of this work - and prepares the ground for a discussion of the calibration 
experiment in chapter 7. 

2.1 Principles of LIP 

In short, the technique of laser induced fluorescence consists of exciting an atom with laser 
light that matches the optica! frequency of the transition from state p to q, and observing the 
spontaneously emitted light originating from the laser excited atoms. 

Figure 2.1 shows what happens during laser induced atomie excitation; a laser photon 
with frequency vis absorbed by an atom in state p, which then makes a transition to state q. 
The difference in energy Epq between the two statesis hv. For the excited atom, various de
population mechanisms exist, such as: (a) spontaneous emission of a photon, (b) stimulated 
emission of a photon, (c) collisional excitation and (d) collisional de-excitation. 

The effect on the popu1ation nq of level q caused by the laser intensity h can be described 
by the following differential equation: 

(
dnq) _ CJpq,L I _ CJqp,L I _ CJpq,L I ( _ 9p ) 
dt - hv np L hv nq L - hv L np nq ' 

la- ~ 
(2.1) 
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Figure 2.1: Laser induced excitation of an atom and depopulation mechanisms: (a) spontaneous 
emission, (b) stimulated emission, (c) collisional excitation and (d) collisional de-excitation. The 
standard notations tor the rates of the various types of transitions are also given. 

with np the population of levelpand 9x the statistica! weight (degeneracy) of level x. The 
first term on the right hand side describes the increase due to absorption of photons by atoms 
in state p while the second term describes the decrease due to stimulated emission. O"pq,L 

and O" qp,L are cross sections for laser induced excitation and stimulated emission and are 
proportional to the Einstein coefficients Bpq and Bqp for absorption and stimulated emission, 
respectively. The second equality in equation (2.1) is due to the fact that both Einstein 
coefficients are related via Bqp = Bpq9p/ 9q· 

If the laser is used in pulsed mode, the stimulated emission will not be an important de
population factor after the end of the laser pulse. In that case, the two main mechanisms of 
depopulation that are left are spontaneous emission and collisions with electrans or heavy 
particles. The first mechanism is called fluorescence, the second quenching. The rate equa
tion in this case is given by 

(2.2) 

where Aq is the total rate (number of transitions per atom per second) of transitions to all 
levels with lower energy than q via spontaneous emission and Q the quenching rate. The 
number of fluorescence photons generated in the time interval [t, t + dt] during the decay of 
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nq is proportional to Aqnq(t): 

(2.3) 

The time T, equal to the inverse of the total depopulation rate, is the time in which the laser 
enhanced population decreases by a factor of 1/ e and is called the decay time. 

In chapter 5 the depopulation mechanisms are treated in greater detail. In the following 
section, we will examine laser induced excitation of hydragen ground state atoms. 

2.1.1 Two-photon excitation 

In most atoms, the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited level is quite 
large compared to photon energiesof typical modern lasers. In hydrogen, for example, the 
energy difference is 10 e V, so for excitation from the ground level photons with wavelengths 
near 120 nm in the vacuum ultra violet (VUV) region are needed, which is beyond the capa
hilities of most lasers. 

A scheme which overcomes these problems (not, however, without introducing new 
ones) is "two-photon excitation laser induced fiuorescence", two-photon LIF for short. This 
scheme is also called "TALIF", which means either "Two-photon Absorption LIF" or "Two
photon Atomie LIF'. The latter term suggests that a major application is the monitoring of 
atoms in the ground state. Figure 2.2 gives a schematic view of two-photon excitation from 
the ground state to the p = 3 level (p is the principle quanturn number) in hydrogen. 

weights: (2) (6) (10) 

ion~ 
13.6 

12.1 3s 

1 10.2 2s 

,.-.... 

> 
0) ...._.. 
;:>. 
el) 

'""' 0) 
s::: 
0) 

0 ls 

0 1 2 

sublevel quanturn number l 

Figure 2.2: 1\vo pboton excitation trom the ground state to the 3s and 3p levels in atomie hydragen 
and optical transitions between the tirst three levels. Note that tor the 3p-+ ls transition to contribute 
to the depopulation otthe laser induced population, an efflcient .€-mixing mechanism must exist. 
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In this case, two photons are used to bridge the energy gap between p = 1 and p = 3: 
2hv = E 13 . It's easy to see that this technique puts more stringent demands on the number of 
photons (or, rather, the photon density) the laser praduces. In the case of single photon LIF, 
an atom can be excited by absorption of just one photon. Two-photon excitation requires that 
an atom and two photons are at the same time in roughly the same place in order to excite 
an atom. Therefore, the differential equation for the two-photon laser induced population of 
levelp = 3 willlook like this: 

dn3 _ a13 
1

2 91 
( ) 

(2) (2) ( ) 
- - - L nl - -n3 ' 
dt laser hv 93 

(2.4) 

where the superscript (2) denotes that we are dealing with two-photon quantities. Note that 
now the square of the laser intensity appears in the equation. The relation between the co
efficients for absorption and stimulated emission, which was explained for the single photon 
case in the previous section, still holds in the two-photon case even though the conneetion 
with the Einstein coefficients is not as clear. Again, the reader is referred to the chapter 
on collisional radiative rnadeling for a more thoraugh treatment of the rate equations for 
two-photon excitation. 

The two-photon transition selection ruleis !:1f = 0, ±2 (fis the angular momenturn or 
sublevel quanturn number), so that fram the hydragen graund state only the levels 3s and 3p 
can be excited. The rate of spontaneous decay of the laser enhanced population depends on 
whether an efficient mechanism exists to mix the sublevel densities of the p = 3 level, so 
that the 3p--+ 2s and 3p--+ ls spontaneous transitions also contribute to the depopulation. lf 
such a mechanism exists, the spontaneous decay time is 10.0 ns, otherwise it is 17.3 ns [ 1 0]. 
There are two candidate mechanisms for f-mixing: (1) collisions with electrans and heavy 
particles and (2) interaction with electro-magnetic fields, possibly caused by the laser beam 
itself. We shall see that, under all measurement conditions encountered in the present work, 
such a mechanism does indeed exist and that at all times the relative sublevel populations are 
determined by their statistica! weights. 

2.2 Applications of LIF 

So far, the technique of LIF has been treated. We now turn our attention to the main ap
plication of the technique in the cascaded are setup, which is monitoring of atomie hydra
gen densities and temperatures in the expanding cascaded are plasma. Two different types 
of fluorescence measurements, illustrated in tigure 2.3, are relevant: (1) spectral-scanned 
(frequency-resolved) and (2) time-resolved fluorescence measurements. 

2.2.1 Density measurements 

The conneetion between density and observed fluorescence is fairly straightforward; equa
tion 2.1 states the population of nq after the laser pulse will be praportional to np and ac
cording to equation 2.3, the observed fluorescence light willinturn be praportional to nq. 
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(1) (2) 

: resonant frequency laser pulse duration 

Laser frequency - Time -

Figure 2.3: Two different types of measurements. (1) speetral scan; The profile of the absorption 
line is determined by varying the laser frequency. (2) time-resolved measurement; the fluorescence 
light intensity is measured as a tunetion of time. Most important parameter in the latter case is the 
population decay time. 

Therefore, the observed fluorescence is proportional to the density of atoms in state p. The 
only disadvantage seems to be that fluorescence measurements yield only relative densities. 

If the lower level is the ground state, the LIF technique provides a rather direct way to 
measure the ground state density, which is an important plasma parameter. As we have seen, 
excitation of ground state atoms is generally only practical with two-photon LIF. 

If, as is the case in the present work, the p = 3 level in hydragen is pumped from the 
ground state and light from the spontaneous transition from p = 3 to p = 2 is measured, the 
signal S is proportional to 

This formula states that the measured signal is proportional to the ground state density times 
the Stem-Vollmer factor, which is the ratio between the spontaneous emission ra te of the 
transition that is monitored (3 -+ 2) and the total depopulation rate T-1. If measurements are 
done in two differentpartsof a plasma (or in two different plasmas altogether) with different 
quenching rates, densities obtained via a time-integrated fluorescence measurement cannot 
be readily compared to each other. 

Apart from the already mentioned quenching, there is another effect that may alter the 
proportionality factor. If there is a significant chance that photons generated by 3 -+ 1 
spontaneous transitions are absorbed by ground state atoms, the effective contri bution of the 
3 -+ 1 transition to the depopulation rate decreases. After all, if a photon from a 3 -+ 1 
transition is absorbed, another hydragen atom is excited to the p = 3 level, so there is no net 
change in the population density of the excited level. The problem of photon absorption in 
a plasma is a complex one because the processes of photon production and absorption are, 
except in the case of radiation equilibrium, not localized in a small volume in the plasma. 
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The effects of re-absorption can be approximated by the use of an effective spontaneous 
emission rate A31 : 

A;1 = A31A31, 

with the escape factor A31 equal to 1 in an optically thin plasma (no absorption) and 0 for an 
optically thick plasma (complete absorption). 

The two decay time altering processes that have been discussed, quenching and absorp
tion, workin different directions; quenching shortens the decay time while absorption length
ens it. A knowledge of the sum of both contributions is needed in order to determine the 
proportionality factor. This knowledge can be gained from a measurement of the popula
tion decay time. To determine this decay time, a time-resolved fiuorescence measurement is 
necessary. 

Up until now, we have quietly assumed that the absorption line width is small compared 
to the laser bandwidth, so that a laser beam with the resonance frequency can excite all 
ground state atoms. This is not the case because of Doppier broadening of the absorption 
line. The ground state density is in fact proportional to the surface under the speetral-scan 
curve in tigure 2.3 (1), which is in turn proportional to the signal amplitude at resonance Sres 

times the Doppier width /).vD. 

The complete equation for the relation between the ground state density n1 and the fluo
rescence signal Sres at resonance is then given by 

(2.5) 

The proportionality factor is split in two parts; the factor T A32 / /).vD contains the factors due 
to atomie properties and plasma conditions, while the constant Ccaz, the calibration factor, is 
determined by the experimental setup of fluorescent light detection and is independent of the 
plasma parameters. 

2.2.2 Temperature measurements 

The temperature of the laser excited atoms can be determined by a measurement of the 
absorption line profile, i.e. by measuring the time-integrated fluorescence signal as a func
tion of laser frequency. Atomie transitions have a naturallinewidth, which is usually much 
smaller than the Doppier broadening. Inhomogeneously broadened lines, such as Doppler
broadened lines, have a Gaussian-shaped profile. The Doppier width /).vD is here defined as 
the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of that profile [ 11]: 

Vo kTA 
/).vD =- 8ln2 · --, (2.6) 

C ffiA 

with v0 the unshifted frequency ofthe transition, c the speed of light, k Boltzmann's constant, 
T the temperature and mA the atomie mass. The speetral profile PD(v) ofthe line (PD(v)dv 
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gives the fraction of atoms that has a transition frequency between v and v + dv) is thus 
given by: 

PD(v) = _1_.;4ln2 exp (-4ln2. (v- Vo)2). 
6vD ~ 6vD 

(2.7) 

The measured absorption profile will be slightly broader due to an extra broadening con
tribution from the laser line width 6vL. For two-photon excitation we find for the totalline 
width 6v [12]: 

(2.8) 

The factor 2 in this equation results from the two-photon excitation, and disappears in the 
case of single-photon LIF. In the current experimental setup, the laser line width is about 
0.2 cm-1. Camparing this value to typical Doppier widths of 2 cm-I, and consictering that 
the linewidths are squared in equation 2.8, we see that the laser line width does not add a 
significant absorption line broadening. 

lt is hazardous to equate a Doppier temperature that was determined from the absorption 
profile of a level other than the ground state to the atomie gas temperature; excited atoms in 
the plasma may be produced by, for example, exothermic molecular dissociation processes, 
and end up with more than their thermal share of kinetic energy. 

2.2.3 Re-absorption 

With the theory that was introduced in the previous sections, it is possible to estimate the 
importance of the absorption of photons generated by spontaneous transitions to the ground 
state. 

In nearly alllaboratory plasmas the resonant absorption of spontaneously emitted pho
tons by excited atoms can be ignored because of the relatively low population densities, but 
it might be necessary to consicter the absorption of photons generated by transitions back to 
the ground state, because of the large density of ground state atoms. The question that neects 
to be answered now is not whether such a photon will be captured (it probably will), but 
whether it will be captured before it leaves the small volume of plasma where measurements 
are done. For this we have to calculate the photon mean free path length, i.e. the average 
distance the photons travel before they are captured. lf this is much larger than, say, half the 
smallest length of the detection volume, then re-absorption is not important. 

The production of atoms in state p due to absorption by an atom in the ground state is 
given by 

(2.9) 

In this case, the photon energy density per unit frequency function p11 (dimension Js/m3) 

will be centered around the emission frequency with a Doppier width. The photon energy 
density per unit frequency p11 canthen also be written as (energy)·(photon density)·(emission 
line profile); 
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with v0 the transition frequency, n-y the photon density in m-3 and Pem(v) theemission line 
profile. Notall ground state atoms, but only a fraction n1,v can be excited by photons with 
frequency v; n 1,v = n 1Pabs(v), with Pabs(v) the absorption line profile. Because the only 
important factor for the line width is Doppier broadening, we have Pabs(v) = Pem(v) = 
Pv ( v), as in equation (2. 7). To calculate the total ra te of increase of np ·we have to integrate 
the leftand right hand side of equation 2.9 over all values of v around v = v0 , 

(
dnp) _ B h {00 

p ( )P ( )d _ ~2ln 2 B 1phv0n-yn1 
d - lp von-ynl Jo D v D v v - ~ . 
t abs 0 1f lJD 

Now we can define a photon absorption cross section C5 abs so that 

The photon mean free path length is then given by 

Porthelast equality the well-known expression for the Einstein coefficients is used: 

3 
B - gpc A 

qp - 81rg hv3 pq· 
q 0 

Expressed in temperature, using equation (2.6), equation (2.11) becomes 

À _ 161rg1v8 ~1rkTA 
photon- 3A , 

n1gpc pi mA 

and, substituting the values for the hydragen 3 ---+ 1 transition, 

16p; 
Àphoton = 1.50 · 10 --. 

n1 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

With hydragen atom temperature TH = 3 · 103 K and ground state density n 1 = 5 ·1020 m-3 

-a worst-case estimate for the current Ar/H2 cascaded are plasma- we find for Àphoton a 
value of about 1.6 mm. With an optica! slit at most 0.37 mm wide (the plasma is projected 
with a 1: 1 ratio on the slit), absorption should not be an important factor. 
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Chapter 3 

An overview of time resolved fluorescence 
measurement techniques 

The first part of the work consisted of choosing a technique for doing time-resolved fluores
cenee measurements and implementing it. This chapter gives an overview of the different 
methods that were considered and discusses the selected one in some detail. That discussion 
will be kept general in the main text, while the appendices list details that are specific to the 
used equipment. 

In order to obtain an idea of the sort of time resolution that we are interested in, we will 
take a look at typical hydrogen values for the case of laser induced excitation from the ground 
level to the second excited level. The total rate of spontaneous decay from the second excited 
level to the first and the ground state is about 108 per second. This corresponds to a decay 
time of only 10 ns, which will even be shortened by the eventual presence of quenching. So, 
in order to de termine the decay time within a 10 percent error range, a time resolution of 1 
ns is needed! The decay times in question are short even compared to, for example, digital 
pulses (TTL, NIM), so it is worthwhile to take a close look at the experimental techniques 
and equipment involved. 

First the general experimental setup common to all techniques will be discussed. After 
that, the gaps in the general story will be tilled in with the specifics of four different measur
ing methods. A discussion of the pros and cons of each of these four methods willlead us in 
choosing one of these methods. Appendix A describes some specific issues that arise with 
this technique. 

3.1 General experimental setup and equipment 

Figure 3.1 gives a general overview of the experimental setup of fluorescence detection. The 
light from the plasma is transported through a filter or monochromatorso that (roughly) only 
the fluorescent wavelength is selected. The remaining light is then fed to a photomultiplier 
tube (PMT). The output current of the PMT might be amplified and, in case a single-photon 
counting technique is used, the output pulses are shaped by a discriminator. The signal then 
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Figure 3.1: The general setup tor time-resolved tluorescence measurements. 

goes through a registration device after which (computer) processing of the measured signal 
follows. 

The first two blocks (wavelength selection and PMT) are quite genera!, although the 
choice of a specific type of photomultiplier depends on the re gistration technique. The equip
ment in the third and fourth blocks (PMT signal modification and registration) depend on the 
technique being used, while the processing is usually done on a personal computer. The 
nature of the processing, of course, again depends heavily on the type of technique used. 

3.1.1 Monochromator 

When a monochromator is used as a wavelength selector, an uncertainty in the time of ar
rival of the photons at the entrance slit is introduced due to the different paths lengtbs that 
are available in the monochromator. This spreading of the arrival times leads to an decreased 
time resolution. To estimate the order of magnitude of this spreading the following calcula
tion is used: 

Between paths via two neighbouring lines on the grating exists a difference in length 
of nÀ, where n is the order and À the monochromator wavelength. There are Ll! (L: line 
density, /!: length of grating) lines, so that the maximum length difference is nÀLI!. This 
corresponds toa difference in arrival time .6.t, 

.6.t = nÀLf. 
c 

(3.1) 

Typical monochromator values are L = 1800 mm-1, I!= 100 mm. With À = 700 nm and 
n = 2 wethen find .6.t = 0, 7 ns. Note that this is a maximum difference, nota statistica! 
standard deviation. 

3.1.2 Photomultiplier basics 

The photomultiplier is under most circumstances the limiting factor in the time resolution of 
an experiment. Figure 3.2 shows a cross section of a photomultiplier [13]. Four aspects of 
photomultipliers are of importance for the timing characteristics: 

1. Transport of the cathode photoelectron to the first dynode. 
A pboton that hits the catbode might, depending on the quanturn efficiency, free an 
electron from the catbode material. This electron will be accelerated by an electric 
field towards the first dynode. lf the electron has a large degree of "freedom" in find
ing a way to the first dynode, the result will be a large spreading in the arrival time 
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FACEPLATE 

PHOTOCATHODE 

Figure 3.2: Cross seetion of a linear focused head-on photomultiplier. The impact of a pboton on 
the catbode material frees an electron, which is guided to the first dynode by the focusing electrodes 
(dashed trajectory). Collisions with the dynode material frees more electrons until finally a cascade 
of electrons arrives at the anode mesh. 

of the eventual signal, leading to poorer time resolution. In photomultipliers of the 
"head-on" type, focusing electredes are used to guide the photoelectron towards the 
first dynode. Generally, the time resolution can be enhanced by applying a maximum 
voltage between the catbode and the first dynode. 
Even then there are usually different paths with different travel times available to the 
electron. The resolution might be further enhanced by decreasing the active surface of 
the cathode, which will generally also result in a decrease in the measured signal. 

2. Dynode structure 
When time reso!ution is the critica! factor, four types of dyne>de are to be considered. 
They are: 

• Circular-cage (CC), also called compact-focused. Often nsed in photomultiplier 
tubes of the side-on type. 

• Linear-focused (LF). These are usually found in a head-on configuration. The 
gain (amplification), time resolution, and linearity are all slightly better those of 
a Circular-cage structure. The dynode structure is also largerand more sensitive 
to magnetic fields. 

• Microchannel Plate (MCP). The MCP is a thin disc consisting of millions of par
allel channels. The transfer time for electroos is one order of magnitude smaller 
than in the case of aLF dynode structure, but the MCP is quickly saturated, after 
which a few J.LS "rest" is needed. 
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• Metal Channel/Metal Plate: miniaturized dynode structure, with stacked thin 
electrodes. Because all distances of the electron trajectodes are small, compared 
to standard photomultiplier structures, timing is improved. 

3. Number of dynodes (stages). 
Each dynode, when struck by an electron, will free more electrons. This results in an 
amplification of the incoming electron current with a factor ói per dynode, so that after 
n dynodes the anode current Ia is a multiple of the cathode current h: 

where G is called the photomultiplier gain. The gain will increase with the number of 
dynodes. However, due to the statistica! nature of the dynode electron freeing process, 
the time resolution will decrease. 

4. Voltagedivider network over the dynodes. 
Usually a single voltage souree is used to supply a voltage difference between the cath
ode and the anode. A network of, mainly, resistors and capacitors is used to tune the 
differences in voltage between the dynodes. The timing can be enhanced by supplying 
an, on average, higher voltage to the first dynodes. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates some of the characteristics of the single-photon response of a pho
tomultiplier. 

transit time 
1/e decay time 

transit time jitter 

FWHM 
·., · ... 

0 time 

Figure 3.3: Response curve of a photomultiplier upon the arrival of a photon at t = 0. Important 
parameters are the transit time, the transit time spread Gitter), and the pulse width at half maximum 
(FWHM). The dotled curves illustrate, exaggerated, the effect of jitter. 

The conneetion of the photomultiplier anode output to a measuring device also deserves 
special attention. The timing resolution of the photomultiplier signal will be limited by the 
cut-off frequency fc, 

1 
Je= CpRL' 
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where Cp is the sum of parasitic capacities (measuring devices, filters, wiring) and RL the 
load-resistance, the resistance with which the anode is connected to ground. 

Usually the input of a measuring device is connected to ground with 50 n. The wiring 
then should also have a characteristic impedance of 50 0. In order to prevent the "echo" 
effect, that is caused by bad impedance matching and results in reflections of the signal at the 
measuring device and the anode, the anode of the photomultiplier should also be connected 
to ground with 50 0. This will result in a decrease of the effective resistance to 25 st, so that 
the voltage of the photomultiplier signal that is measured will be halved. 

3.2 Time-resolved measurement methods 

Befare the different methods of time-resolved fluorescence detection/measurement are dis
cussed, a classification of the various "photon-regimes" is made. The reason for this is that 
the methods that will be discussed are not all applicable in all regimes. 

3.2.1 Measuring regimes 

Different regimes can be distinguished according to the average number of photons n that is 
detected during one measuring cycle. A measuring cycle starts at the time the laser pulse is 
generated and must have a duration that is long compared to the fluorescence decay time. In 
our case, the laser repetition rate is 50 Hz, so this condition is satisfied. 

The following measuring regimes are defined: 

1. n :::; 1(the "single-photon regime") 

2. 1 < n < 10 (the "border regime") 

3. n > 10 (the "transient regime") 

These regimes are illustrated in figure 3.4. 

time 
Single-pboton regime '------ Border regime-----' Transient regime 

Figure 3.4: Photomultiplier signal as function of time during one measuring cycle. In the single
photon regime at most one photon is detected, while in the transient regime the contributions of the 
separate photons are no long er visible. The border regime varies from "almast single-photon" (second 
curve) to "almost transient" (third curve). · 
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3.2.2 Zeroth pulse interval density measurement 

In zeroth pulse interval density measurements only the elapsed time between the start of the 
cycle and the arrival of the first fluorescent photon (the zeroth pulse interval) is measured 
for each cycle. This technique has the advantage that one does nat have to worry about the 
'dead time', the time interval after an event during which the equipment is nat responsive, 
of the registering device. The problem of pulses arriving during the dead-time of measuring 
equipment is called the "pile-up problem" [14], [15]. 

The photomultiplier single-photon response is converted into a digital pulse by a discrim
inator. The accuracy of the timing is then mainly determined by the photomultiplier rise time 
and transit time jitter. The decay time and FWHM of the photomultiplier response are nat 
important. 

The registering device is typically a Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC) which is why 
the technique is also called 'TAC measurement'. The TAC consists of a saw-tooth voltage 
generator, which starts increasing the output voltage at the start of the cycle, and stops at the 
arrival time of the digital pulse. The output voltage at that moment is then proportional to the 
elapsed time since the beginning of the cycle. Figure 3.5 illustrates this technique. The TAC 
output voltage is sampled by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and stared in a computer 
or measured with a Multi Channel Analyzer (MCA). After sufficient photons (the number 
depends on the desired time resolution) have been detected, a histogram of the arrival times 
can be made, which refiects the zeroth pulse interval density. 

Photons 

PMT signal 

Filtered signal 

TAC output 
0 50 

time(ns)-
100 

Figure 3.5: Timing diagram of a zeroth pulse interval density measurement with a Time to Ampli
tude Converter (TAC). The output voltage of the TAC at the end of the cycle is proportional to the 
time of arrival of the first photon. Later photons are ignored. 

The principle of zeroth pulse interval density measurements is that. when no more than 
one photon is measured per cycle, the distribution (density) of these arrival times will be 
closely related to the time dependenee of the fiuorescence signal. 

TAC measurements are therefore nat possible intheborder and transient regimes because 
the time of arrival of the first photon has little to do with the overall time dependent signal if 
many photons are measured per cycle. In fact, TAC measurements are only possible in what 
one might call the fractional-photon regime, where n < 1; it can be shown [16] that in the 
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case of an exponentially decaying fluorescence signal, the zeroth pulse interval density P0 (t) 
(the chance to detect the first pboton at timet), is proportional to 

P(t) oe exp( -t/T) · exp( -n(l- exp( -t/T))), (3.2) 

with T the fluorescence decay time. The multiplication factor in equation (3.2), which be
comes more important as the average number of photons per cycle increases, is due to the 
fact that it becomes increasingly unlikely that the first pboton will arrive only after a time t 
has elapsed. 

To obtain the temporal behaviour of the fluorescence signal from a zeroth pulse interval 
density measurement it is necessary to use computer fits of the data if nis not negligible. The 
use of computer fits is only possible ifthe shape ofthe function P0 (t) is known, which means 
that the shape of the fluorescence signal has to be known or guessed. If it is not known, the 
only salution is to set up the experiment in such a way that n << 1, which results in time 
consuming measurements. According to [16], the computer fitting metbod is only possible 
for values of n up to 0.2. Hence the name "fractional-photon regime". 

3.2.3 Pulse train recording 

A logica! extension of the TAC metbod in the border regime is the measurement of multiple 
single-pboton events, a so-called pulse train, during a single cycle. This methad of 'pulse 
train recording' involves converting the photomultiplier single-pboton responses into digital 
pulses and registering the arrival times of these pulses. In contrast with the TAC technique, 
the dead time of the discriminator is of importance now, since it sets a lower limit to the 
time interval between two pboton events. lf a pboton arrives too quickly after the previous 
one it will not be detected. Figure 3.6 shows a timing diagram of the pulse train recording 
technique in which this happens. The effect is known as type E pile-up [16]. A missed 
pboton will result in a statistica! error, so again this metbod sets a 'TAC-like' upper limit to 
the average number of photons per cycle. 

Photons 

PMT signal 

Filtered signal 
0 50 

time(ns)-

Figure 3.6: Timing diagram of the pulse train recording technique. In this example, the second 
pboton arrives too quickly after the tirst one, so that it is missed by the discriminator. 

In actdition to the pile-up, there is the problem of registering the · arrival times of the 
pulses. The standard registration device for this type of measurement is a Multi Channel 
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Scaler (MCS) or MCA in time-sweep mode. These devices are not very suited for pulse train 
recording measurements in the time ranges of interest. Most MSCs have minimum channel 
dwell times (the time during which all pulses are added to the same scaler register) of about 
5 ns, which is half the decay time of the atomie hydrogen p = 3 level. 

3.2.4 Time window recording 

A 'time window recording' technique overcomes the dead time problems since no discrimi
nator is used. There is subsequently no longer a lower limit on the time interval between two 
photon events. The photomultiplier signal is integrated by a boxcar integrator with a pre
set time window. Figure 3.7 shows a timing diagram of this technique. A disadvantage is 
that now all timing aspects of the photomultiplier single-photon response have an influence 
on the measured signal. Depending on the FWHM of the single-photon response is wide, 
photons detected just before the start of the window may contribute to the integrated signal 
because the tail of the PMT response falls in the window. 

Only a small slice of the time domain of interest is 'seen' in a single cycle. The window 
has to be moved over the entire time range of interest in order to make a complete picture of 
the time response. The width of the window determines the maximum time resolution of the 
measurement. That is also the major problem with this technique; most boxcar integrators 
have minimal window widths of several nanoseconds. Moreover, windows with very short 
widths are generally not nice square-like functions. 

Photons 

PMT signal 

Time window 

Integrator output 
0 50 

time(ns)-
100 

Figure 3. 7: Time window recording: An integrator measures during a short time (the window width) 
the unfiltered photomultiplier signa!. 

3.2.5 Transient recording 

The last method we discuss is 'transient recording'. Like the previous method, it is not lim
ited to any measurement regime because nouseis made of discriminators. Instead, the 'raw' 
photomultiplier signal is sampled by a fast digitizing oscilloscope. Figure 3.8 illustrates the 
technique. 
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Figure 3.8: Principle of a transient recording. Above: The (optionally amplified) photomultiplier 
signal is sampled by a digitizing oscilloscope. The data from the oscilloscope is then transferred to 
a computer. Below: PMT responses of single cycles (left) are added and averaged (either by the 
oscilloscope or the computer). The averaged signalisthen deconvoluted with the PMT single-pboton 
(ó) response to obtain the original signal. 

As with the previous technique, all timing aspects of the photomultiplier response as 
shown in figure 3.3 have an influence on the measured signal. In theory all these aspects 
can be accounted for using deconvolution, but in practice it means that the rise time, FWHM 
and decay time of the single-photon response must all be much smaller than the fluorescence 
decay time. 

Another important factor in the time resolution is of course the oscilloscope bandwidth 
and sampling rate. The sampling frequency is usually at least twice the oscilloscope band
width (this is in fact a result of the sampling theorem which states that the wave function 
with the highest frequency that can be sampled has a period that is twice the time interval 
between two sample points). 

Apart from the timing characteristics, two other aspects of the photomultiplier are of 
importance: (1) linearity and (2) the amplitude of the single-photon response voltage at son. 

The demand of lineacity means that when two photo-electrons ar.e released from the 
catbode material at nearly the same time, the resulting electrous cascade must be a linear 
superposition of two separate electron cascades. lf this is not the case, the photomultiplier 
tube is said to be saturated, and the measured signal is not a good representation of the time 
dependent fluorescence intensity. This situation can be avoided by making sure that the peak 
PMT anode current is well below the maximum specification. Lineacity does nat mean that 
all single-photon responses have to be exactly the same. In fact, generally no two single
pboton responses will be exactly the same, due to the variations in gain and width that are 
caused by the statistica! nature of the electron freeing processes in the dynodes. The effects 
of this on the method of transient recording are treated in appendix A.I. 
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The second condition is fairly obvious. The single-pboton response, when terminated 
at 50 n, must have sufficient amplitude to be measured by the oscillostope. Generally, the 
minimum required voltage is about 1 mV. The amplitude is mainly determined by two single
pboton response parameters; the gain G and the FWHM r. For example, fora Gaussian 
function with voltage amplitude A we find 

1oo 1oo f!filn 2 eG R G Af= Vdt = IRdt = eGR-----+ A= ---r ~ 7.5 ·10-18
-, 

-oo -oo 1r r 
(3.3) 

with e the electron charge and R the resistance to ground. With G = 107 and r = 5 ns we 
find A= 15 mV. 

3.3 Conclusion 

The pulse train and time window recording techniques are not very suitable for the problem 
at hand. The first one is not convenient because of hardware problems; the dweil time of 
a Multi Channel Analyzer and the dead time of the discriminator put a lower limit on the 
time resolution that is too high with respect to the decay times that are to be measured. Time 
resolution is also a problem with the time window recording technique. Moreover, the fourth 
technique has all of the advantages of time window recording (independence of measuring 
regime) and lessof its difficulties. 

So we are left with two choices: zeroth pulse interval density measurement and transient 
recording. Their characteristics compare as follows: 

Zeroth pulse interval density Transient recording 
regimes 'fractional photon' regime only all measurement regimes 
time resolution limited by PMT response transit limited by (scope) bandwidth 

time jitter or photomultiplier response 
measured signal a computer fit is needed to retrieve convoluted with photomultiplier 

the original signa! response 
measuring time depends on desired resolution depends on signal/noise ratio 

The fact that a TAC measurement is only possible when, on average, less than one pboton 
is detected per cycle has serious implications for the measuring time when the fluorescence 
signal is in the border or transient regime. In this case the fluorescent light has to be filtered 
to satisfy the TAC conditions and the transient recording technique will be much faster. 

The lower limit of a time resolution measurement using the zeroth pulse interval tech
nique is usually better than the resolution of any oscilloscope. That is why TAC measure
ments with a microchannel plate photomultiplier are the standard for time-resolved measure
ments with extreme short characteristic times (order of picosecouds). 

TAC measurements with n ::::; 0.2 rely on a priori knowledge of the fluorescence signa! 
time dependenee because computer fits of the measured data are needed to reconstruct the 
original signa!. A 'proper' TAC measurement, where such assumptions are not necessary, 
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can only be dorre with n < 0.01. A deconvolution procedure, on the other hand, depends 
only on the single-pboton response of the photomultiplier, not on the time function of the 
input signal. 

The condusion is then as follows: when the average number of detected fluorescence 
photons per cycle is less than 0.01, a zeroth pulse interval density measurement is the pre
ferred choice because of its superior resolution and the fact that the transient recording 
metbod is not faster in this regime. In all other cases the transient recording technique is 
preferred, provided that the fluorescence decay time is long compared to the characteristic 
times of resolution-limiting factors such as oscilloscope bandwidth, sample rate and PMT 
response rise, FWHM, and decay times. 

The oscilloscope that was available for the present work has a bandwidth of 500 MHz 
and a sample rate of 1 GHz, which is sufficient for measuring decay times of about 10 ns. 
A Hamamatsu 'metal package' R5600P-Ol with a metalplate dynode structure was ordered 
for the time-resolved measurements. Until it arrived, an already available Hamamatsu R928 
circular-cage photomultiplier was used. Appendix C contains information about both types, 
and the R5600P-Ol is also described in chapter 4. 

As mentioned before, in appendix A a few specific transient recording issues are dis
cussed, including the convolution and deconvolution of measured photomultiplier signals 
and some details about the averaging procedure. 
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Chapter 4 

A description of the experimental setup 

By using a two-photon transition for the excitation of ground state hydragen to the p = 3 
level, the laser wavelength requirement has been relaxed from an almost impossible 103 
nanometers to a merely awkward 205 nm. The first section of this chapter will deal with 
the way in which 205 nm linearly polarized photons are produced. After that, the cascaded 
are plasma souree is discussed and finally an overview of the experimental setup for laser 
induced fluorescence detection is given. A description of the flow-tube reactor will be left 
for chapter 7 where the titration experiment is discussed. 

4.1 Let there be light 

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the laser setup. A Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics GCR230) 
at 50Hz pumps a dye-laser (Spectra-Physics PDL-3) operating on sulforhodamine 640 dye. 
The Nd:YAG laser produces 1064 nm light that is frequency doubled using an internal crys
tal. The dye laser converts the 532 nm light to light at tunable wavelengths near 615 nm. The 
dye laser output wavelength can be tuned either manually or via a computer and a RS232 
interface. The latter conneetion is used to perform measurements as a function of output 
wavelength, so-called speetral scans. 

615 nm is exactly three times the wavelength that is required. Two crystals with non
linear optica! properties are used to triple the laser light frequency. A Potassium Deuterium 
Phosphate (KDP) crystal doubles the frequency of a part of the laser light. Since the laser 
beam is slightly larger in diameter than the active entrance surface of the crystal, an aperture 
is needed to reduce the laser beam diameter. The polarization of the 307 nm laser light, that 
is produced by the KDP crystal, is rotated by 90° with respect to the original 615 nm light. 
The polarization is rotated back by a half-wave plate, after which the light passes through a 
,8-Barium-Borate (BBO) crystal where the frequencies are added to produce 205 nm laser 
light. The remaining 307 and 615 nm light is then directed towards a beam dump by a 
Pellin-Broca prism. 

The functioning of both crystals is strongly dependent on the angle of the crystal with 
respect to the incident laser light and this dependenee is a function of the crystal tempera-
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the laser setup. A Nd: YAG laser pumps a dye laser that produces 615 nm 
photons. The dye laser light is first frequency doubled and then mixed by KDP and BBO crystals 
respectively, to obtain a 205 nm linearly polarized laser beam. 

ture and of the dye laser frequency. For this reasou a servo-mechanism is used to keep the 
orientation of the crystals at the optimum during the experiments, most importantly during 
speetral scans, in which the dye laser frequency is slowly varied. 

In figure 4.1 severallocations are marked by numbers in parentheses. Typicallaser pulse 
energies at these locations are (1) 300 mJ, (2) 60 mJ, (3) 40 mJ, (4) 5 mJ, (5) 400 JÛ. The 
laser ultraviolet bandwidth is about 0.2 cm-1 (6 GHz). 

4.2 The cascaded are plasma 

The cascaded are, introduced by H. Maeker in 1956, is a wall stabilized thermal plasma 
souree that can be operated in a wide range of pressures (104 - 108 Pa) and currents (5-2000 
A). There is ample literature about the subject of cascaded arcs ([17], [5]) so we will suffice 
with a short description of the plasma source. . 

Figure 4.2 shows an overview of a cascaded are with 8 cascade plates. The one actually 
used in the experiments has only 4 cascade plates. The plates, anode and cathodes are water 
caoled and made of copper. The cascade plates, which have a thickness of 5 mm, thermally 
confine the plasmaand are isolated with PVC spacing rings. Insideeach ring, a Viton 0-ring 
acts as a vacuum seal. The three cathodes are mounted at a 45 degree angle with the plasma 
channel, and have tips that are made of thoriated tungsten. 

The gas flow, presently a mixture of argon and hydrogen, is fed into the are at the cathode 
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Figure 4.2: The cascaded are plasma source. The are is rotationally symmetrie with respect to the 
plasma channel, and the three catlwdes (only one shown) are thus located at 120 degrees with respect 
to each other. 

side (left side in the figure) and leaves the are through the nozzle on the right hand side. The 
gas flow is regulated by mass flow controllers. In this work, standard operaring conditions 
are 3 sim (standard liter per minute) argon and 460 seem (standard cubic centimeter per 
minute) hydragen gas. The cascaded are current is about 40 A. 

3m 

window 

Figure 4.3: Top view of the cascaded are inside the plasma vessel. The are can be moved in the x 
and z direction, so that different parts of the plasma can be moved in front of the windows. 

Figure 4.3 depiets a top view of the cascaded are inside the low-pressure vessel in which 
the are plasma expands. The vessel is a stainless steel cylinder with a length of 3 meters 
and a diameter of 36 cm. At three places along the length of the cylinder, four windows are 
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located. Two windows are shown in the figure, the other two are at the top and bottorn of the 
vessel respectively. The are itself can be moved in the zand x directions (see figure) so that 
different parts of the axially symmetrie plasma jet can be moved in front of the windows. 

The zero of the z-axis is defined as the rightmost point of the nozzle. In tigure 4.2 it 
can be seen that because of the nozzle shape there is a distance of about 1 cm between the 
last cascade plate and the first visible part of the plasma. The vacuum system consists of 
two roots pumps and one rotary pump. With standard gas flows (total 3.46 sim) the vessel 
pressure is 5 · 10-2 Torr (7 Pa). 

We conclude this section with a short description of the outflowing plasma jet [ 17]. Di
rectly after the plasma souree-in our case still inside the nozzle -.the plasma expands 
supersonically and cools down to about 0.3 eV. In this expansion region, typical flow veloei
ties are 4 · 103 rnls and the densities drop by about 3 orders of magnitude. A few centimeters 
from the nozzle, the stagnation pressure in the plasma jet becomes equal to the background 
pressure and a shock occurs. In the third region, beyond the shock region, the plasma flow is 
subsonic. 

4.3 Inducing fl.uorescence 

The setup fora laser induced fluorescence experiment is shown in tigure 4.4, with the viewing 
direction along the vessel's z-axis. The laser beam is focused into the plasma (horizontal 
beam in the figure). Two lenses are positioned so that light from the region where the laser 
beam diameter is minimal will be imagedon a detection branch with a one-to-one ratio. 

The detection branch consists of two lenses, an optica! fiber cable, an optica! filter, and 
a photomultiplier. The lenses image part of the plasma on the opening of the fiber cable, 
which transports the light to the photomultiplier. Befare the plasma light reaches the pho
tomultiplier window, it is passed through an optica! filter, in this case a Balmer-a filter. 
An alternative approach would be to use a monochromator to select a specific fluorescence 
wavelength. However, a monochromator adds complications in the timing resolution and 
also decreases the signal strength somewhat. In the present work, all measurements are done 
with a Balmer-a filter. 

In the right hand side of tigure 4.4 it can be seen that the fiber cable opening consists 
of rows of closely packed optica! fibers. The fibers that were used have an active diameter 
of 200 J.-Lffi. Two different cables were used, one with a single row of fibers and one with a 
double row as depicted in the figure. In the first case, the width of the detection volume (the 
volume of plasma from which we measure fluorescent light) is 200 J.-Lm, in the second case it 
is larger by a factor of about ~y'3 + 1, resulting in a width of 370 J.-Lffi. 

4.4 Measuring fl.uorescence 

An overview of the experimental setup is presented in tigure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic setup of the laser induced tluorescence experiment. 
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Figure 4.5: An overview of the experimental setup. Por time-resolved measurements, the PMT is 
connected to the oscilloscope while during speetral scans, the PMT signal is integrated by the charge 
integrator. 

Transient recording (time-resolved) measurements are done by conneering the PMT an
ode with a 50!1 coaxial cable directly (an amplifier tumed out to be unnecessary) to an input 
channel of a Hewlett Packard HP54111D digitizing oscilloscope. Appendix A.4 contains 
some specific information about the averaging of the photomultiplier signal. 

Por speetral scans, the time-integrated fluorescence signal is measured by integrating the 
PMT current with a LeCroy 612A charge integrator. A personal computer wasthen used to 
control the stepper motor for the dye laser frequency tuning and to read the data (10 bits) 
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from the charge integrator via a CAMAC module. 
As we have seen in chapter 3, the timing characteristics of the photomultiplier are of 

critica! importance to the transient recording technique. The Hamamatsu R5783P-01 pho
tosensor module, which is basedon the R5600P-01 metal package head-on photomultiplier, 
has been used for all reported time-resolved measurements. It incorporates, apart from the 
photomultiplier, also a miniature high-voltage supply, which can be programmed by apply
ing a control voltage Vcontrol between 0 and 1 V to it. The photomultiplier has a gain of up 
to 106 , and, atVcontrol = 0.8 V, is linear within 1% for the duration of a 50 ns lasting output 
current of up to 10 mA [18]. Terminated at 50f2, this corresponds with a PMT voltage of 500 
m V, which is ten times more than typical fluorescence signal voltages. 
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Figure 4.6: Average single pboton response ofthe R5783P-04 photosensor module tor two different 
control voltages. The 0.98 V curve has been scaled with a factor of one half to overlap with the 0.8 V 
points. 

In appendix A.1 it is shown that the measured time-resolved fluorescence signal will 
be convoluted with the average photomultiplier single-photon response. Figure 4.6 shows 
the average single-photon response of the Hamamatsu R5783P-01 photosensor module (see 
appendix C.1.1 fora description of the measurement method), which has been used to decon
volute the measured signals, as described in appendix A.2. The rise time of the single-photon 
response (here defined as the elapsed time between reaching 10% and 90% of the maximum 
amplitude) is about 1 ns, which is more than Hamamatsu claims (0.65 ris). The discrepancy 
could be due to the limited bandwith (500 MHz) ofthe oscilloscope. The FWHM is approx
imately 1.3 ns. The damped oscillation at the tail has a frequency of about 3 MHz and an 
amplitude that scales with the main peak amplitude. The oscillation is probably not caused 
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by a problem with the conneetion of the photomultiplier, since it also appears in a figure in 
Hamamatsu's documentation [18]. 

The R5600P-01 has superior timing characteristics compared to the Hamamatsu R928, 
which was used befare the farmer PMT became available. Appendix C contains some gen
eral data on bath types of photomultipliers. 
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Chapter 5 

A time-resolved hydragen collisional 
radiative model 

In this chapter, a time-resolved collisional radiative model (CRM) is presented. The first 
sectionis a general introduetion to 'statie' CRMs, after which the extensions that are needed 
to model a LIF experiment are discussed insection 5.2. 

In the third part of the chapter, various issues conceming the application of the CRM 
to a 'real-world' plasma- an expanding cascaded are Ar/H2 plasma, in our case- are 
discussed. 

Finally, in the fourth and last part the results of a few calculations are presented. First the 
influence of the absolute laser intensity is investigated. Then the infiuence of quenching is 
calculated for a wide range of electron and hydragen ground state densities. The quenching 
rate is an important parameter in the Stem-Vollmer factor, so these calculations are relevant 
to the decay time and titration measurements that are discussed in the following chapters. 

5.1 Collisional radiative models 

The basis of collisional radiative rnadeis is the partiele balance equatiön for the density nP 

of atoms in state p: 
an -4 a: +V'· np w (p) = P(p)- npD(p). (5.1) 

The second term in the left hand si de describes the change in np due to divergence of the flow. 
The first term on the right hand side, the production term P(p), is the increase in (production 
of) np due to processes such as collisional (de-)excitation and radiative decay and has unit 
[m-3s-1

] , while D(p), the destructionfactor, gives the rate of destruction in s-1 . Befare we 
take a closer look at the right hand side, a few simplifications of the left hand side will be 
discussed. 

The Steady State Salution is the state in which np does nat change with time: 

Bnp= O. 
at 
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Purthermore, in the Quasi Steady State (QSS) approximation the divergence term is ig
nored for all atomie levels except the ground (n1) and ion (n+) states. The justification for 
this is that the processes on the right hand side of the continuity equation all happen on 
a much smaller timescale than that of the spatial movement Por all levels p between the 
ground and ion states the continuity equation is then simplified to 

(5.3) 

i.e. production equals destruction. Por the ground and ion states we have 

Collisional radiative models do not describe spatial relaxation of excited atoms. In the 
QSS approximation, this has the result that the atom and ion densities are input parameters of 
the model. A CRM will thus calculate the atomie state distribution function (ASDP), given 
the atomie density, the ion density and any parameters needed to calculate the production 
term and destruction factor. 

The components that make up P(p) and D(p) are given below [9]: 

P(p) 

L::q#p nenqKqp 
( collisional production) 

+n~n+K+P 
( three part recombination) 

+ L::q>p nq(Aqp + BqpPv) 
(cascade (spont. + stim.)) 

+ L:;q<p nqBqpPv 
( absorption) 

+nen+ L::(ap + (JpPv) 
(rad. recombination (spont. + stim.)) 
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npne L::q:;i:p Kpq 
( collisional destruction) 

+npneSp 
( collisional ionization) 

+np L::q>p BpqPv 
(photo excitation) 

+np L:;q<p(Apq + BpqPv) 
(emission (spont. + stim.)) 

+npBp+Pv 
(photo ionization) 



ne 
I<qp 

J{+P 
SP 
Aqp 

Bqp 

Pv 
CXp 

/3p 

List of parameters and their dimensions 
electron density 
coefficient for (de-)excitation from level q top through electron collisions 
coefficient for three partiele recombination 
coefficient for collisional ionization 
rate of spontaueaus radiative decay from level q to p 
Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission (q > p) or absorption (q < p) 
Photon energy density per frequency interval 
coefficient for spontaueaus radiative recombination 
coefficient for stimulated radiative recombination to level p 

m-3 

m3s-1 

m6s-1 

m3s-1 

s-1 

m3 J-1 8-2 

Jm-3s 
m3s-1 

m6 J-18-2 

One important plasma parameter that has nat been mentioned so far is the electron tem
perature Te. This parameter is incorporated in the various rnadeis that are designed to calcu
late the collisional coefficients. 

From the expressions for P(p) and npD(p) it is obvious that bath are linear with respect 
tothelevel populations np: 

P(p) = L nqP'(q,p) 
q:f.p 

npD(p) = np L D'(p, q) 
q:f.p 

with the production and destruction rates P'(p, q) = D'(p, q) (one level's loss is another 
level's gain) independent of nq and np. It is therefore possible to write (5.3) as a matrix 
equation: 

0 0 0 0 n1 0 
P'(l, 2) -D'(2) P'(3, 2) P'( +, 2) n2 0 

P'(l, p) P'(2, p) -D'(p) P'(+,p) 
x 

0 
(5.4) 

np 

0 0 0 0 0 0 n+ 0 

=M·N=SJ. 

The first and last rows of matrix M, which is commonly denoted as the transition matrix, 
illustrate the special status of n1 and n+ as input parameters. Because the components of 
these rows are set to zero and n 1 and n+ are fixed, there is exactly one equation for each 
variabie np. 

Even linear equations are difficult to solve when there are infinitely many of them. Sirree 
we have one linear equation per atomie level, this will generally be the case. The quick and 
dirty approach is to just ignore all atomie levels above a certain Pmax. More refined methods, 
known as cut-off procedures, employ analytica! expressions for all atomie levels above a 
certain Peut-of! that arebasedon a few sensible assumptions. 
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A complete discussion of cut-off procedures is beyond the scope of this introductory 
section, but can be found in [9]. The collisional radiative model that was used in this study 
[8] employs a step-wise cut-off procedure. The influence ofthe cut-offlevel on the results of 
a calculation can be analyzed by repeating the calculation with different cut-off levels. This 
was done for all of the following calculations. 

For the hydrogen model, tabulated values for Apq from Weise et al. [10] have been used 
and the Kpq coefficients were calculated according to the model by Vriens and Smeets [19]. 
Photo-excitation (absorption) and stimulated emission are ignored. 

For a detailed description of the collisional radiative model that was used as a basis for 
the time-resolved one, see Hartgers [8]. 

5.2 Adapting the collisional radiative model 

In order to be able to use a CRM to modellaser excitation (and the following fluorescence), 
the CRM has to be extended with an extra dimension: time. Also, the laser excitation kinetics 
have to be incorporated in the M matrix. 

5.2.1 Calculating the time dependent salution 

In a time-resolved model, equation (5.2) naturally loses its validity. Instead, with (5.1) we 
find for the rate of change of popu1ation np: 

which is equivalent with 

Önp ( at= P(p)- npD p), 

äN =M·N 
ät =-

because of the way the transition matrix is set up. 
The recipe for time-resolved modeling is then as follows: 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

1. First, calculate the quasi steady state ASDF. This is the state of the system before the 
start of the laser pulse. From now on, the components of the first and last rows of the 
transition matrix will not be set to zero, since the ground and ion state populations are 
allowed to vary in the time dependent case. 

2. Choose an initial time step !::J.t, which will be the amount of elapsed time between 
calculations. 

3. Modify the transition matrix so that it includes the effects of the laser pulse at time ti. 
(i is the step counter, t 0 = 0). 
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4. Use a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm [20] to calculate the population at time 
ti+1 = ti + !:it. The matrix generalized form of the Runge-Kutta algorithm is as 
follows: 

k1 = M(ti) · N(ti) 
k2 = M(ti + !:it/2) · (N(ti) + kt/2) -- -
k3 = M(ti + !:it/2) · (N(ti) + k2/2) -- -
k4 = M(ti + !:it) · (N(ti) + k3 ) 

ti+l = ti + !:it 
N(ti+l) = N(ti) + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + ~ · l:it/6 

5. Repeat, startingat step 3 until ti reaches a pre-determined timet. 

A few more words on the fourth step are appropriate. The Run ge-Kutta algorithm uses 
four auxiliary quantities k1 through k4 (in the matrix generalized case, these are veetors with 
the same dimension as N(t)). It can be shown [20] that the value of"'' approximated by 

"' ~ 2 1 k3 - k21 , 
k2- k1 

should not be smaller than 0.01 or greater than 0.05 for the solution to be accurate. "' in
creases with !:it, so we can make provisions to multiply !:it with 0.5 or 2 if "' goes above 
0.05 or below 0.01, respectively. By using a variabie time step we can makesure that we 
have sufficient time resolution in regions where N(t) varies strongly, while in less interest
ing regions (usually several hundreds of nanoseconds after the laser pulse) the points are less 
dense, thus saving both computing time and harddisk space. 

The following section will deal with step three of the recipe, the modification of the 
transition matrix. 

5.2.2 The time dependent matrix 

The rate at which level p is populated from the ground state by two-photon absorption is 
given as a function of laser intensity by [21] 

( ) 

(2) ( ) Önp alp P 2 g1 
-
8 

= -h-G < I(t) > nq- -np ; 
t TALIF V gp 

(5.7) 

with ai;) the two-photon excitation (pseudo) cross section, P the result of an integration 
over the emission and absorption line profiles, v and I the laser frequency and intensity, gP 
the statistica! weight of level p and G a statistica! factor that relates the expectation values 
< I(t) > and < I(t) 2 >: < I(t) 2 >= G < I(t) >2 [12]. Gis determined by the shape 
of the laser power distribution, and is generally equal to 2 for dye lasers. In the rest of this 
chapter we will drop the <> notation for brevity. 

Equation (5.7) is similar to the rate equation that was given in chapter 2, but now the rate 
is corrected withafactor P, which describes, as we will see, laser line width and Doppier 
broadening. 
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The right hand side of equation (5.7) consists of a positive and a nègative contribution. 
The positive term is laser induced excitation, while the negative one gives the rate of decay 
due to stimulated radiative emission. These two cancel eachother out at the point of equal 
state population, when 

' 91 9p 
(5.8) 

i.e. the relative (weighed) populations of both levels are equal toeach other. In hydrogen, 
where gp = 2p2, the maximum population np,max of level p that can be reached with laser 
excitation from the ground level, can be calculated by solving np,max = p2n1 with condition 

n1 + np,max = ntotal ~ n1(0): np,max = Pf:1 n1(0). n1(0) is the initia! (t = 0) hydragen 
ground state density. 

The origin of ai~ needs some clarification. lt is called a pseudo cross section, since a 
simple dimensions check shows that the unit not equals [cm2], but rather [cm4s-1W-1], if 
we write the laser intensity in [W/cm2]. It can be calculated using a non-relativistic dipole 
approximation [22]. The values for the Hydragen ls-+3s and ls-+3d transitions are 2.42 · 
10-18 and 18.3 · 10-18 cm4s-1W-1, respectively. 

The factor P is a measure of how good the laser frequency matches the frequency of the 
two-photon transition. It can be calculated using a similar integration over the frequency as 
in equation (2.1 0), except that now the emission profile is determined by the laser line width: 

1r( flv'b + flv'i)' 
P= 

4ln(2) 
(5.9) 

with flvv the Doppier width and flvL the laser line width in s-1. 
In hydragen the p = 3 level is excited with 6 e V photons. Since the energy gap E2+ 

between the first excited leveland the ion state is only about 3.4 eV, we may have to take 
laser induced ionization of the excited levels into account as a contributing factor to the 
depopulation rate. 

The cross section for ionization ap+of levelp for hydrogen-like atoms is given as a func
tion ofthe laser frequency v (hv 2: EP+) by [11]: 

(5.10) 

In this formula, C1 is a semi-classically derived constant, equal to 2.815 · 1029 cm2s-3, Z 
the number of positive charges the emitting electron 'sees' and Peil the effective principle 
quanturn number. For hydragen levels, Pel 1 is by definition equal to the principal quanturn 
number p. The Gaunt factor Ga contains quanturn mechanica! corrections to the classically 
derived formula. Like all weli-behaving quanturn mechanica! correction.factors, it is approx
imately 1 in the region of interest in the hydragen case. For the ionization from the p = 2 
and 3 levels of hydragen we find for the cross section values of 3.0 · 10-18 and 3.9 · 10-19 

cm2, respectively. The ionization oflevel p can be expressed by [21] 

(
Bnp) __ ap+I(t) 

- np, 
at ionization hv 

(5.11) 
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and becomes an important depopulation factor when 

Because of the p-5 dependence, this is only true for the p = 2 and p = 3 levels, using 
< I(t) >~ 109 W/cm2

. 

Using equations 5.7 and 5.11 we can write down the time-dependent elements of the 
transition matrix for the case of two-photon excitation from the ground statetop = 3: 

(2) 
0"13 p 2 

Mn = Mn(O)- --,;;;-GI(t) 

with Mxy(O) the standard CRM values of component xy. The last elements, M+P• have a 
sting: every ion that is produced will be accompanied by an additional electron. This means 
that if the ionization is large enough to significantly affect the electron density ne, all the 
components of the matrix M that involve electrans have to be recalculated. This will be 
further discussed insection 5.3.2. 

5.2.3 The temporal profile of the laser pulse 

The last thing that needs to be done before the time dependent model can be used is choosing 
a function I(t) to represent the laser intensity as a function of time. Laser intensity is usually 
defined as 

I(t) = P(t) ' 
0" focus 

with P ( t) the time-dependent laser power (in W) and a focus the cross section of the focused 
beam (in centimeters squared). The diameter of the focused beam is estimated to be between 
40 and 60 p,m and the energy per laser pulse (J~00 P(t)dt) varies between 200 and 500 p,J, 
measured near the laser. Part of this energy will be lost in the opties between the laser and 
the plasma. 

The approximate shape of P(t) has been determined by measuring the output current of 
a SiC photodiode, which is sensitive for ultraviolet light, that was exposed to a fraction of 
the laser light. The resulting curve is shown in figure 5.1 . Two fits with Gauss functions 
have been made to the points; one over the entire set of data points, and one over the first 
half, up to the maximum. The first fit, which yields a value for the FWHM rof 5.8 ns fits the 
entire curve rather badly. The second fit with a FWHM of 5.2 ns, fits the first half rather well 
but, like the first fit, differs strongly from the datapoints in the second part. This is probably 
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due to a hysteresis effect in the photodiode; in support of this assumption is the fact that the 
baseline on the right hand side is significantly higher than the one on the left. 

Summing up, we find for the laser intensity I(t) : 

{ih;2 E [ (t- t0 ) 
2

] I(t) = y----;-1rr]r exp -4ln 2 -r- , (5.12) 

with E the energy per pulse and r 1 the focus radius. The value of E can be accurately measured 
with a power meter but the focus radius r 1 is less easy to determine. Using E =400 fJJ and 
r 1 = 25 J.1m, we findas a rough estimate for the maximum intensity I(t0 ) =6·109 W·cm-2. 

As was mentioned earlier, the effective intensity will be lower due to energy loss in the beam 
between the laser and the plasma. 
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Figure 5.1: Laser intensity profile, as measured with a SiC photodiode. The titted r values are 5.8 
(full peak) and 5.2 (tirst half ofpeak) ns. 

5.3 Modelinga cascaded are plasma 

In this section the applicability of the collisional radiative model to fluorescence measure
ments in an 1 expanding cascaded are Ar/H2 plasma is examined. First the influence of 
molecular effects is treated, then we take a look at partiele flows. 
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5.3.1 The hydragen quasi steady state salution 

Step 1 of the tirne-resolved rnadeling recipe involves the calculation of the quasi steady state 
salution (eq. 5.3) which will be used as the initia! value for the population vector when 
solving the time dependent differential equation (5.5). 

An obvious problern with this approach is that the collisional radiative model describes 
the plasma as if it consists of only electrons, hydragen atorns in ground and exited states and 
hydragen i ons, while in fact the plasma that we wish tomodelis a discharge of an Ar/H2 mix. 
In the sirnple case of a discharge in which the only charge carrying particles are electrans 
and hydragen ions, the principle of charge neutrality over lengths greater than the Debye 
length dictates that nH+ ~ ne. However, if there are significant arnounts of argon ions and 
molecular ions around, this equation rnight not hold. 

The ground state density nH is also difficult to determine, since it depends on rnany 
different dissociation rnechanisrns. A few of the rnechanisrns that produce hydragen atorns 
are [23]: 

Ar++ H2 ---+ ArH+ + H; ArH+ + e---+ Ar+ H* 
Ar+ + H2 ---+ Ar + Ht; Ht + e ---+ H + H* . 

with H* denoting hydragen in an excited state. The second steps of both rnechanisrns are 
very fast with rate constants of about 10-13 rn3/s. For electron energies below 0.5 eV the 
first rnechanisrn dorninates with a rate constant of approxirnately 10-15 rn3/s. Note that 
in both cases the hydragen molecule effectively 'eats' an electron during the dissociation 
process. Introducing hydragen molecules into an argon plasma will therefore decrease the 
electron density. This effect has been experirnentally verified [24]. 

As the H2/ Ar ratio increases, less argon i ons will be produced since hydragen has a lower 
ionization energy than argon (13.6 versus 15.8 eV). In this case dissociation rnechanisrns 
invalving only hydragen atorns, ions and molecules becorne increasingly important. A few 
highlights of the 37 ( !) listed reacrions in [25] are: 

H~~4 + H+ ---+ Ht + H 
H~~4 + e ---+ H + H
Ht + H2 ---+ Ht + H 
H+ + H- ---+ H* + H 

e + Ht ---+ H + H + H 

The first two reacrions are endothermic and in order to supply the threshhold energy the 
hydragen molecule must carry vibrational energy with quanturn nurnber v 2: 4. 

In principle these molecular reacrions can be incorporated into the model by defining 
'rnolecularlevel populations' n(Ar+), n(Ar H+), n(H2), n(Hi), n(Ht), n(H-) and adding 
the rate constauts to the transition matrix. One of the problerns with this approach is that 
rnany of the rate constauts are either cornpletely unknown or the subject of heated debate. 
Another problern is that the gas flow is not the only origin of hydragen molecules in a cas
caded are discharge. One also has to account for the effects of hydragen sticking to the 
boundaries of the vessel and of hydragen molecule fiows ins i de the vessel. The vessel bound
ary problern is further cornplicated by the fact that since the vessel can act as a momenturn 
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absorber, reactions that are impossible in freespace because of the need to conserve momen
tum, just might occur at the boundaries. Various attempts have been made to include molec
ular effects in a collisional radiative model ([25], [26]) fora pure hydrogen discharge. These 
models were in good agreement with experimentally determinded populations for some but 
not all atomie levels. They do, however, show an overall agreement that is better than that 
of atomic-only collisional radiative models. This is mostly due tothefact that dissociative 
recombination of Ht produces hydrogen atoms in excited states (mostly p = 2 and 3) [26], 
[5]. 
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Figure 5.2: Relativepopulations ofthehydrogen excited states tordifferent values ofne = nH+ as 
calculated by the current collisional radiative model. N(l) = 1020 m-3 , Te=0.3 eV. 

The bottorn line is that an atomic-only collisional radiative model yields excited level 
populations that are too low by a factor of up toabout 10 [5]. This may sound worse than it 
is; figure 5.2 shows the relative populations of levels p = 3 ... 12 as calculated by the current, 
atomic-only, collisional radiative model for different values of ne (nH+ is taken equal to ne), 
with n 1 = 1020 m-3 and Te= 0.3 eV (typical values fora cascaded are Ar/H2 discharge). In 
the figure it can beseen that the p = 3level population is not larger than 10-10n1 . According 
to equation (5.8), laser excitation could thus over-populate this level withafactor 108. With 
this in mind, and with the assumption that the relaxation process of the laser induced over
population is mainly govemed by the faster atomie processes, we will for the time being 
ignore the infiuence of the molecular interactions and work with the atomic-only collisional 
radiative model. 
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5.3.2 Partiele tlows 

The main concern of this section has to do with the fact that only atoms in a very small 
part of the plasma (the excitation volume) are excited, and that also only a limited 'slice' 
of plasma is monitored for fluorescence (the detection volume). The laser excitation will 
introduce density gradients in the plasma, but the model does not (yet) describe effects like 
diffusion and convection. 

l to defection 
' branch 

i) Thermal expansion of the excitation volume 

l6 lloiO 
w z-

Time: 0 ns 50 ns 100 ns 

ü) Inlluence of !he Debye length Ä 
Ä 

~(§) r Electrons spread out over a lar~ volume 

Excited atoms and electroos mixed 

Figure 5.3: Overview of the excitation and detection volume, and sketches of the effects of thermal 
expansion of the farmer volume (i) and of the Debye length (ii). 

Figure 5.3 shows an overview ofboth volumes. The smallest dimension in the detection 
volume is the detection slit width w (200 or 370 J-Lm) and in the excita~ion volume it is the 
laser focus diameter d (about 50 J-Lm). These dimensions are typically smaller by at least an 
order of magnitude than collisional free path lengths, so collisions will not play an important 
role in the following discussion, in which the behaviour of neutral and charged particles will 
be discussed. 

(i) Neutral particles 

We will assume that for the duration of the laser pulse (rv5 ns), all excited hydragen 
atoms are confined to the excitation volume, i.e. there is no significant out-flux of excited 
atoms and in-flux of ground state atoms. This assumption is necessary, because p = 3 atoms 
that have left the excitation volume can no longer be de-excited via stimulated emission 
or photo-ionization. An in-flux of 'fresh' ground state atoms will also increase the total 
p = 3 atom production. Using a worst-case temperature of 3000 K, the thermal velocity is 
}kT /mH = 5 ·103 m/s. In 5 ns a distance of 25 J-Lm is traveled, half the laser focus diameter. 
We therefore assume the model's description of the interaction of the plasma with the laser 
pulse to be accurate. 
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After the laser pulse, the excitation volume will start expanding (see tigure 5.3 (i)) due to 
the thermal motion of the neutral particles. The densities that are calculated with the model 
will no longer be correct, but that is not an important issue; CRMs are linear with respect 
to multiplication with a constant factor of all densities except the electron and ion state 
density. The model will still describe the interactions between the different levels correctly. 
Moreover, for fiuorescence measurements, the important parameter is not the excited state 
density, but the total number of atoms that are in the excited state. Therefore, the fiuorescence 
predictions should also be correct until the time that excited atoms start leaving the excitation 
volume. In the worst-case scenario, this will occur after 40-80 ns (depending on the width 
of the used slit). 

Note that the effects of a macroscopie plasma flow in the z-direction does not really mat
ter. lt only results in an offset in the expansion velocity of the excitation volume. 

(ii) Charged particles 

The laser induced photo-ionization can (and will, as we shall see) infiuence the electron 
and ion density significantly. Moreover, since the photo-ionization only requires 1.5 e V and 
the laser photons carry 6 e V, even the electron temperature will be affected. 

Two casescan be distinguished, depending on the value of the Debye length Àv ~ 7.45 · 

10\/Te/ne, which is a measure of the minimum distance over which the plasma is charge
neutraL 

If the Debye length is much smaller than the smallest dirneusion of the detection volume, 
the laser-freed electrous will 'hang around' the excited atoms in the excitation volume, and 
might seriously interfere with the fiuorescence signal by causing extra collisional depopula
tion. This effect, which could be called 'self-quenching' is not desirable. In fact, the LIF 
method can be said to 'shoot itself in the foot', since it is meant as a non-intrusive method, 
and not as a way of increasing the plasma electron density and temperature. We can estimate 
the characteristic time Te it takes for the electrous to leave the excitation volume by dividing 

the focus diameter d by the ion acoustic velocity Va = JkTe/mH. With Te = 0.3 eV, this 
is about 10 ns- approximately equal to the neutral density relaxation time- and with an 
estimated increased Te of 3 e V, this is about 3 ns. With the latter electron density relaxation 
time, the electrous will not strongly interfere with the 10 ns fiuorescence decay. 

If, on the other hand, the Debye length is much larger than the slit width, the electrous 
speed out of the excitation volume at a much higher rate than the neutral atoms. In this case, 
the fiuorescence will not be seriously affected by the photo-ionization either. The electron 
density relaxation time will now be even shorter than 3 ns, since the electrous will have a 
'thermal head-start'. Over distauces of the order of the Debye length they can move with 

the electron thermal velocity JkTe/me, after which the electrous are slowed down to the ion 
acoustic velocity by the coulomb attraction to the hydrogen ions they left behind. 

In the current plasma, Te ~ 0.3 eV, so Àv << d for ne > 1018 m-3. But we also have to 
account forthefact that the Debye length increases with Te, which can temporarily go up to 
an estimated 3 e V due to the photo-ionization energy surplus. Only close to the nozzle is the 
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electron density in the Ar/H2 cascaded are plasma of the order 1019 m-3 , so we don't expect 
that the photo-ionization has a large effect on the fluorescence decay times in the cascaded 
are plasma. 

The condusion of this discussion is that if the laser pulse duration is short compared to 
the time it takes for atoms to leave the excitation volume, and as long as the excited atoms do 
not leave the detection volume, the fluorescence can be modeled without including 'special 
effects' in the model. Regarding the increased electron density, an estimated characteristic 
density gradient-removing (relaxation) time of 5 ns will be used. 

5.4 Calculations and measurements 

In the section 5.2.3 it became clear that it is difficult todetermine the exact laser intensity in 
the plasma, due to uncertainties in the energy losses and in the radius of the laser focus cross 
section. 

The laser intensity is, however, an important parameter in the model, and at the present 
we have no idea how sensitive the optica! pumping process is to changes in laser intensity. 
This question can be answered by measuring the laser enhanced hydragen p = 3 population 
as a function of the laser pulse energy E, and camparing this result with model calculations. 

5.4.1 Measurement of tluorescence signal vs. laser energy 

A signa! proportional to the population is measured by a photomultiplier with an optica! filter 
that selects light from the 3 ---+ 2 transition (Balmer-a at 656.3 nm). The same UV diode 
that was used in the previous section is now used to present a signa! proportional to the laser 
power. Both signals are integrated by a LeCroy 612A charge integrator on a shot-by-shot 
basis, after which the resulting values are transmitted to a personal computer via a CAMAC 
module. 

With a laser repetition ra te of 50 Hz, we therefore can measure 50 (x, y) datapoints per 
second, with x proportional to the pulse energy and y proportional to the time integrated 
population of the excited hydragen level. The statistica! distribution of x values should teil 
us sarnething about the spread in laser pulse energy, while the distribution of y values will 
give insight in the variations in fluorescence signa! during an experiment. We effectively 
use the Nd:YAG laser's natural tendency to produce pulses with energies that vary over a 
fairly wide range to our advantage; as it tums out, the correlation between the laser pulse 
energy and the two-photon fluorescence signalis stronger than the standard deviation in the 
averaged fluorescence signa!. 

The histograms (based on 65,000 (x, y) datapoints) for the pulse energy and the fluores
cenee signa! are presented in tigure 5.4. The zero of the laser pulse energy axis corresponds 
to zero energy, but the fluorescence axis has an offset; the small peak to the left of the main 
distribution is the result of baseline measurements (dorre with a blocked laser beam). The 
baseline (no fluorescence) lies around 15 (a.u.). 
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Pi gure 5.4: Histograms of the laser pulse energy (left) and the time-integrated photomultiplier signal 

(right). About 65000 measurements were done. The expectation value of the pulse energy is 81 (a. u.) 
and the standard deviation is 71. 

The laser energy has an expectation value of 81 and a standard deviation of 71 (a.u.). 
Of all pulses, 80% has an energy in the region 81±71, 6% has a lower energy and 14% a 
higher one. With this distribution, the value of the statistica! G factor that was introduced 
in equation 5.7 can be calculated. We tind < ! 2 >= 1.77 < I >2 , close to the value of 2 
that was mentioned earlier. The fiuorescence + background signal has an average of 84 and 
a standard deviation of 35 (a. u.). 

Finally, we make a scatter plot from the (x, y)datapoints. It is estimated that the roea
suring error in the laser pulse energy is of the same order as the resolution of the charge 
integrator (1 0 bit). For each value of the laser energy x we have then Nx y values. From 
these fiuorescence values, three quantities are calculated: 

1 
y(x) = ti;;~ Yi (average) 

Oy(x) = ~ N, 
1
_ 

1 
~(!i- y,)' (standard deviation) 

1 
óy(x) = 17\Tóy (standard deviation in the average) 

vNx 

These values are plotted in tigure 5.5. The horizontal ticks give the values of y ± óy, while 
the vertical error bars represent óy. The reason for the calculation of the latter deviations is 
now obvious; the large standard deviation in the fiuorescence signal might otherwise obscure 
the fact that the average values farm indeed a rather smooth curve. The points with x > 300 
show large deviations because relatively few samples were taken. This follows from the fact 
that 80% of the laser pulses have energies in the range between the two ~ashed lines in tigure 
5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Fluorescence signal versus laser intensity. The errorbars show the expectation values 
of the standard deviation in the mean fluorescence signal while the horizontal ticks give the standard 
deviation of the fluorescence signal. The expectation value of the laser intensity and its standard 
deviation are given by the dashed line and the dotted lines, respectively. 

lt is obvious from the tigure that the fluorescence signal reaches some sart of saturation 
level at laser intensities that are just slightly higher than our average intensity. It is now up to 
the model to tell us what the absolute value of this intensity is and what causes the saturation. 

5.4.2 Calculation of fluorescence signal vs. laser energy . 

The first thing we will calculate with the time-resolved model will be, ironically enough, 
time-integrated values of the p = 3 population density. The calculation still goes along 
the lines as outlined in the time-resolved recipe, except that at the end we use a numerical 
integration methad to evaluate the time-integrated population. We will follow Czarnetzki's 
[12] convention to calculate the average number of photons emitted per atom and plot this 
value instead of the time integrated population as a function of laser intensity. 

If we have NP atoms in state p, they will emit an average number of NPAP/ N = NP/ N · 
Lq<p Apq photons per second per atom, with N the total number of atoms. Writing this 
in terms of time dependent densities np(t) and n ~ n 1 (0) the average number of photons 
emitted per atom is given by 

A loT A loT N'Y = _(P) (np(t)- np(O))dt ~ _(P) np(t)dt, 
n1 0 o n1 0 o 

(5.13) 

with T large compared to the relaxation time. So the average number of photons is just the 
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time-integrated population multiplied with Ap/n1 (0). Note that in our case, the number of 
emittedfluorescence photons is equal to N-yA3z/(A32 + A31 ) ~ 0.5 ·N-r. Since the laser 
enhanced density of np will be approximately proportional to n 1 , the value of N-y will nat 
strongly depend on n 1 . Since N-r is directly proportional to the time-integrated population, 
it is an important quantity for all fiuorescence measurements which are done with a charge 
integrator, such as speetral scans. 

The p = 3 peak population n3,max is also an interesting quantity. We can relate it to 
N-y by estimating the shape of the n3 ( t) population. For n3 < n3,max we will assume n3 ( t) 
follows the temporallaser intensity profile, while for n3 > n3,max the population is given by 
n3,max exp( -(t- tmax)/T). The integrated population is then given by the sum of half the 
area under a Gaussian with amplitude n3,max and FWHM r and the area under the exponen
tially decaying function, which is n3,maxT. Wethen find 

N-yn1(0) 1 9 
n3,max = A · 1 CjC ~ 0.783 · N-ynl(O) ::S 

10
n1(0). 

p 2 V 4ln 2 r + T . 

(5.14) 

For the numerical evaluation the laser width r = 5.2 ns has been used, and no quenching: 
Ap = T-1 = 9.99 · 107 s- 1. The last inequality originates from the theoretica! maximum 
population of n3 that can be reached by inducing the 1 -t 3 transition, 32n1(0)/(32 + 1). 
This upper limit defines a 'sanity check' for the N-r values that are calculated with the model. 
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Figure 5.6: N-y as a tunetion of laser intensity (log-log scale). Dotted lines show the parts of the 
curve that are proportional to ! 2 and, near saturation, to I. The inset shows the saturation region on a 
linear-linear scale. 

The calculations have been made with parameters n 1 = 1· 1020 m - 3 , nplus = ne = 2 · 1018 

m-3 and Te = 0.3 eV The result of the calculation of N-y for different values of the laser 
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intensity is given in tigure 5.6 on a log-log scale. The (time averaged) intensity is now 
defined as intensity profile amplitude divided by width: 

with I(t = 0) as given by equation (5.12). The dotted lines in tigure 5.6 show where the 
number of photons is proportional to ! 2 and I. The inset shows a close up of the 'saturation 
region' on a linear scale. 

A comparison of the saturation region with tigure 5.5 indicates that the latter measure
ment was done with an average laser intensity of about 4·108 W/cm2 . 

5.4.3 More 'number of photons per atom' values 

The average number of photons per atom (Ny) is an important parameter if we want to 
measure atomie densities in different parts ofthe plasma. The photomultiplier signal SPMT 

and the ground state density are related via this parameter: SPMT ex Nyn1 . It is therefore 
useful to use the model to calculate how the value of N'Y depends on the plasma parameters, 
so that we may determine how well measurements in different parts of the plasma ( or in deed 
in different plasmas altogether) can be compared with one another. Assuming n+ = ne, we 
have three variables: ne, n 1 and Te. The electron density was varied between 1015 m-3 and 
1020 m-3 , the atom density between 1017 m-3 and 1022 m-3 and the electron temperature 
was 0.3 and 1.0 eV. Figure 5.7 shows the result of the calculations in the form of a contour 
plot with logarithmic axes for each of the two values of Te. 

With Te = 0.3 eV, N'Y is almost constant in the entire square ne < 5 · 1019
, n 1 < 1021 

m-3 . At 1.0 eV, this square is somewhat smaller, because there are then more electrans with 
sufficient energy to induce the 3 -+ 4 transition (0.65 e V), so that quenching will become 
important at lower electron densities. The decrease in N'Y for n 1 > 1021 is caused by the 
'self-quenching' effect that was mentioned in section 5.3.2; the ion production becomes 
so large, through photo-ionization, that the electron density increases enough for electron 
collisions to become a major factor in the depopulation, even though the surplus electrans 
flow away with a relaxation time of 5 ns. 

The strong increase in N'Y that can beseen in the top left corner (where the ionization 
ratio is larger than about 1 00) of the first graph is due to the fact that here the p = 3 level is in 
partial LocalSaha Equilibrium (pLSE). The p = 3 population is then directly proportional to 
the ion density. A decreasein n 1 will notaffect this population very much, but it will increase 
the value of n3/n1 ex N'Y, hence the observed increase with decreasing n1 and increasing n+. 

The contour plotforTe = 0.3 eV shows that the two-photon LIF technique can be used 
over a large range of electron and neutral densities without having to correct the measured 
densities for the effects of quenching. Whether or not self-quenching is an important effect 
for neutral densities above 1021 m-3, is not certain. As was discussed insection 5.3.2, only 
rough estimates of what happens with the photo-ionized hydrogen atoms and their electrans 
are implemented in the model. 
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Figure 5. 7: Contour plots ofthe 'average number ofphotons per atom' N'Y values for different values 
ofne = n+and n 1. Every contour line represents a change ofO.Ol (about 4% ofthe maximum). On 
the leftaplot forTe = 0.3 eV, on the right forTe = 1.0 eV is presented, withall densities in m-3 . 

The dotted lines represent constant ionization ratios; from left to right I, 0.1 and 0.01. 

5.4.4 Time-resolved populations 

Figure 5.8 shows the relative populations (np/ 9p) of the first ten atomie hydragen levels and 
the ion level as a function of time. The laser intensity has a maximum amplitude of 4 · 108 

W/cm2 at t = 20 ns and the experimentally determined FWHM of the laser intensity time 
profile is 5.2 ns (figure 5.1). Note the significant increase in the ion density (a factor of five). 
The laser has therefore a profound, albeit temporary, influence on the local electron density. 
The electrans and ions again flow away with a relaxation time of 5 ns. 

The electron temperature is approximated by the following, very crude, formula: 

T 
_ ne,oTe,O + (ne- ne,o) · 3 

e- ' 
ne 

with ne,o, Te,o the initia! electron density and temperature. The electron temperature is calcu
lated by just weighing the 'old' electrans with temperature 0.3 eV and the 'newly released' 
with temperature 3 eV. Calculations without an increased electron temperature show the 
same time profiles for the ground state, the ion state, and the first two excited levels, but sig
nificantly lower (by at least an order of magnitude) populations of the other excited levels. 
The temporarily increased electron temperature 'jump-starts' the processof collisional exci
tation from the p ::; 3 to the p > 3 levels. The net excitation is nat large enough to seriously 
affect the large values of n 2 and n3 , but it has a relatively large influence on the populations 
of the higher levels. 

Note that the p = 2 level appears to have the same decay time as the p = 3 level. The 
ra te of spontaneous decay from the p = 2 state to the ground state is about 5 · 108 s-1, ·while 
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Figure 5. 8: Relative populations (np/ gp) ofthe first 10 hydragen levels and the ion state as a tunetion 
of time. The maximum of the laser peak is at t=20 ns. The produced electrans and i ons flow away 
with a relaxation time of 5 ns. 

the 3 ---t 2 transition has a rate of about 5 · 107 s-1 . lf the n3 population is 10 times the n 2 

population, any radiative loss of n2 will be immediately replenished by the production from 
the p = 3 level, so that the decay of n2 is completely governed by the decay of n3 . We see 
the same thing happen to the p = 3 levelafter about 100 ns; the 3 ---t 4. transition has a rate 
of about one tenth of the total spontaneous emission rate of the p = 3 level. After n3 has 
decreased to about one tenthof n4 , the decay of both n 2 and n3 follows that of n4 • 

An expanding cascaded are plasma is often thought of as being 'frozen'; during the short 
time the particles move from the nozzle to whatever waits on the other side of the vessel, the 
plasma conditions do not change significantly - we ignore the shock region, and its influ
ence on the temperature for the moment - except for the densities, which decrease because 
the partiele cloud expands in the vessel. lt is therefore interesting to make calculations in 
which we vary the hydragen atom and ion densities, but not the ratio between these two. 

Figure 5.9 shows four graphs, with n1 = 1020 ,102\1022,1023
, and the ionization ratio 

n+fn1 kept at 0.01. This corresponds with a trajectory on the rightmost linear curve in 
figure 5.7. The populations are now not represented with their absolute values, but rather 
with the value relative totheir maximum, so that they can be easily compared toeach other 
on a linear scale. In these calculations, the influence of the photo-ionization on the electron 
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Figure 5.9: Populations ofthe ofthe tirst six hydrogen levels and the ion state (dotted line), tor var
ious initial ground state and electron densities, but with constant ionization ratio (1% ). The influence 
of photo-ionization on the electron density is now neglected (the electrons are assumed to leave the 
excitation volume almost immediately). The population values have been scaled to fit in the same lin
ear plot. With increasing electron density, tirst the decay times of the higher levels decrease, then the 
electron excitation tromp = 3 becomes more important and tinally the p = 3 population is notably 
quenched. 

density and temperature has been ignored. This is consistent with the case in which the 
highly energetic electrans that are produced by laser induced ionization almast immediately 
leave the excitation volume, so no self-quenching will occur. The relaxation time of the 
increased ion density is still5 ns. 

In the first graph the decay processes are governed by spontaueaus emission. The p = 2 
level is populated quickly by spontaueaus decay from the laser enhanced level. The higher 
levels have to wait a little langer since there are nat many electrans around to cause a transi
tion from p = 3 upward. Once the higher levels are excited, their decay is very slow, since 
this is again dominated by spontaueaus decay. 

The second graph, n 1 = 1021, looks much like the first one, except for the fact that 
the decay times of the higher levels now are decreased, because of more frequent electron 
collisions. Most of these transitions are upwards in the system, which can also be concluded 
from the fact that the maxima of these levels lie closer tagether now. There is still little 
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quenching of the p = 3 level. 
In the third graph the maxima of the higher levels are very close together. The collisional 

excitation mechanism is more efficient now and the quenching of the p = 3 level will be 
noticeable (see also figures 5.7 and 5.10). 

In the last graph, the electron collisions are more important than the spontaneous decay, 
and the quenching of p = 3 is very large. 

As a matter of fact, we have not yet shown that the mentioned area in the contour plot is 
indeed free of quenching. The way to prove this is by showing that the decay time is given by 
the inverse of the spontaneous decay rate, in this case 10.02 ns. Pi gure 5.10 shows the p = 3 
populations from figure 5.9. The decay times are, in order of increasing density nt. 9.98, 
9.84, 8.84 and 3.70 ns. The model, therefore, prediets very little collisional depopulation for 
n1 < 1021 and ne < 5 · 1019

. 
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Figure 5.10: The p = 3 populations from tigure 5.9 are plotted over each other. The dotted curve 
is the modeled laser intensity profile. The change in decay times is obvious, except between those of 
the n 1 = 1020 and n 1 = 1021 graphs, which almast completely overlap. Decay times are 9.98, 9.84, 
8.84, and 3. 70 ns. 
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Chapter 6 

Time-resolved hydragen fluorescence 
measurements 

In this chapter the results of the time-resolved fluorescence measurements on hydrogen 
atoms in the expanding cascaded are plasma are presented. The characterizing parameter 
of these measurements is the axial position (distance from the are nozzle) at which the mea
surements were made. All measurements were performed at the center axis of the radially 
symmetrie plasma. 

lt tums out that the exact way the plasma is focused on the detection branch, as discussed 
in chapter 4, is of importance to the measured fluorescence decay time. This will be dealt 
with in the second section. After that, the measured decay times as a function of axial 
position will be given and in the final section the shapes of the measured time-resolved 
fluorescence signals are compared to the model calculations. 

6.1 Time-resolved fluorescence signal 

Figure 6.1 shows an example of a measured (a) and deconvoluted (b) fluorescence signal. 
Fits were made in both cases, startingat about 5 nanoseconds after the signal's peak, where 
the laser intensity has dropped close to zero. For the 'raw' data a decay time of 10.9 ns was 
found, while the deconvoluted signal has a decay time of 10.1 ns. 

Fits were made using the Marquardt-Levenberg non-linear least-squares algorithm [27]. 
The data values where weighed according to Poisson statistics: using the square root of the 
absolute value as error. 

Deconvoluting a signal is not a fail-save procedure. lt is possible that a deconvolution 
yields complete nonsense due to the potentially large influence of noise. In appendix A.3 the 
determination of a 'deconvolution sanity check' is described. A deconvoluted time-resolved 
measurement is considered sane when, like in figure 6.1, the fitted decay time is at least 85% 
of the decay time that is obtained by fitting the 'raw' data. The range over which the fit is 
made should also start at least 5 ns after the maximum. That is at any rate a safe precau
tion, sirree the laser intensity fall time is approximately 5 ns, and fitting an exponential decay 
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Figure 6.1: Example of a measured (a) and deconvoluted fluorescence signal (b ). The dotted lines 
represent data, the solid lines are fitted exponential decays. The decay times are (a) 10.9 and (b) 10.1 
ns. 

to values measured during the laserpulseis nota good idea; too many processes (laser in
duced excitation, stimulated emission, photo-ionization, spontaneous decay) determine the 
net change of n3 • Another interesting condusion of appendix A.3 is, that the '68.3% conti
denee intervals' that the fit procedure produces for the fit parameters are typically much too 
small. 

In the following sections, all decay times will be presented twice; as obtained via fits to 
both the raw and the deconvoluted data. 

6.2 Veteetion volume 

The exact position of the detection volume in the plasma (as illustrated in tigure 4.4) relative 
to the position of the laser focus in combination with the axial plasma flow velocity, is of 
importance to the measured decay time. 

In tigure 6.2 three one-dimensional cases are illustrated: 

1. (left) lf the laser focus is cantairred in the right ( direction of z-axis) part of the detec
tion volume, we expect an optimum fluorescence signal, until the excited atoms start 
flowing out of the volume. Then a gradual decrease in fluorescence signal should be 
observed. The overall effect of this will be an apparently shorter decay time. 

2. (middle) lf the laser focus lies close to the left edge of the detection volume, the flu
orescence signa! will be optima!, as long as the decay time is short compared to the 
time it takes for the particles to flow out of the volume. 
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3. (right) lf the detection volume is located to the right of the laser focus, (downstream 
in the plasma) we expect a delayed signal. The delay is the time it takes the atoms to 
flow into the detection volume. 

plasma flow (z direction) 
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Figure 6.2: mustration of the effects of the relative axiallocation of the detection volume and the 
laser focus. Top: two-dimensional overview of the image of the laser focus on the detection slit. 
Bottom: three different one-dimensional situations for the relative location of the detection volume. 
If it is located mostly to the leftof the laser focus (axially, closer to the nozzle) we expect a quickly 
decreasing signal because the excited hydragen atoms flow to the right. If it is to the right, we expect 
a delayed response (right). 

Axial veloeities of up to 4 · 103 mis (4 J.-lmlns) have been measured [28] in the superson
ically expanding plasma close to the nozzle, so here the excited hydrogen atoms willleave 
the detection volume in just 50 nanoseconds. 

Figure 6.3 shows the result of a measurement of the fluorescence decay time (top) and 
amplitude (bottom) as a function of relative detection volume position at 2 cm distance from 
the nozzle. The detection slit that was used is 5 mm long and 200 micrometers wide. 

The zero on the x-axis of figure 6.3 is more or less arbitrary; first the detection volume 
axial position was optimized by maximizing the fluorescence signal. All following position 
changes were taken relative to this position. A negative axial value means the detection 
volume was moved against the plasma flow, in the direction of the are nozzle. 

What happens on the right side ofthe -200 J.-lm axial value in figure 6.3 is as we expected; 
first the decay time increases while the amplitude remains constant. This is consistent with 
the image of the laser focus lying close to the right edge of the detection volume at -200 J.-lm, 
and close to the left edge at the 0 J.-lm point. After that, the laser focus 'falls of the edge' and 
the amplitude decreases (conform the right image in figure 6.2) while the decay time remains 
constant. As we move to the left of the -200 J.-lm point, we see a decrease both in amplitude 
and in fitted decay time. 
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Figure 6.3: (Top) results of various computer fits to the time resolved iluorescence measurements. 
(Bottom) the amplitude of the iluorescence signal. 

1t seems that the optica! setup images a larger part of the plasmathen we expected, so that 
even as the detection volume is moved over a range of nearly 1 mm, a fluorescence signal 
can still be measured. This can be explained in termsof a blurred image, probably due to the 
imperfect characteristics of the large fluorescence collecting lenses. The effect on the decay 
time, however, is very noticeable: it varies over a range of 1.5 ns. 

Because of this relatively large influence, it was decided to replace the slit and optie fiber 
with a wider slit and fiber cable, so that atoms flow less quickly out of the detection volume. 
The new fiber cable has a double row of closely packed 200 p,m diameter fibers, whereas the 
original one had only a single row; the width of the slit is therefore multiplied by a factor 
~J3 + 1 ~ 1.86, and now has a width of about 370 p,m. 

Figure 6.4 gives the measured decay times at detection volume locations around two 
different axial positions: (a) at 10 mm and (b) at 100 mm from the nozzle, where the flow 
veloeities areabout 4 · 103 and 8 · 102 m/s, respectively [28]. The points at zero axial shift of 
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Figure 6.4: New fiber (a) z=lO mm, (b) z=lOO mm. The solid squares are decay times that were 
obtained by fitting the raw data, the open ones were obtained by fitting the deconvoluted transient 
recordings. 

the detection volume have been measured twice; this gives a far better estimate of the actual 
error in the fitted decay times than the fitting error itself. 

The general volume shift dependenee of the decay time is the same .at both locations, so 
the flow velocity cannot be solely responsible for this behaviour; otherwise we would see 
a larger difference. It is probably mainly govemed by a blurred image and the effects of 
thermal velocity. 

The decay times at z=lOO mm are consistentlylowerthan those at z=lO mm. This can not 
be attributed to quenching, which shortens the decay time. It might be due to re-absorption 
of photons from the 3 -+ 1 transition, which lengthens the decay time. 

6.3 Decay times as a tunetion of axial position 

The rneasurernents in the previous section have taught us to be careful with fluorescence 
measurements; great care has been taken in first finding the detection volume position with 
maximurn decay time, as this is expected (following the discussion with respect to tigure 6.2) 
to be the real decay time. 

Finally, the decay times are measured at various axial positions. This measurement, 
presented in tigure 6.5, is relevant to the hydragen density calibration described in chapter 7, 
as the decay time is part of the Stem-Vollmer factor in the calibration equation (2.5). 
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Figure 6.5: Fitted decay times of time-resolved fluorescence signals as a tunetion of axial position. 
The tilled and open squares represent the results of flts to the raw and deconvoluted data, respectively. 
The errorbars represent the errors as reported by the fltting algorithm. They do not reflect the actual 
measurement errors, which are estimated to be about 0.5 ns tor the deconvoluted signal values. 

As we have seen in the previous section, the decay times near the nozzle are higher than 
elsewhere. A dip in the decay time is visible at roughly the location of the shock region. It is, 
however, only defined by a single point, and the measurement has not yet been reproduced. 

The error in the decay times that are obtained by fitting to the deconvoluted signals is esti
mated to be about 0.5 ns. This estimate is based on the differences in decay times determined 
from various measurements at the same axial position, and on the monotonous behaviour of 
the measured decay times as a function of the detection volurne's relative position (see tigure 
6.4). 

6.4 Comparison with modeled responses 

Up until now, model calculations have mainly been used todetermine the influence of the 
laser intensity and to calculate the importance of quenching for various values of ne and n 1 • 

In tigure 6.6 we present a comparison between the shape of the modeled fluorescence signal 
and a deconvoluted measured signal. The modeled response was taken using values for ne 
and n 1 from the 'quenching-free' area in tigure 5.7, with Te = 0.3 eV. The measurement was 
done at about 2 cm from the nozzle. 

The similarity is rather good, which seems to indicate that (1) the laser intensity time
profile was modeled accurately enough, (2) the deconvolution procedure works adequately 
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as well, and (3) the fluorescence signal shape is not very dependent on the initia! p = 3 
population, which, as was discussed insection 5.3.1, is probably not calculated correctly by 
the model. 

Note that figure 6.6 is also interesting because it depiets bath the (modeled) laser intensity 
profile and the fluorescence signal on the same time axis. The rise in the fiuorescence signal 
is similar to the rise in the laser intensity, but trails the latter by about 2 ns. It is not trivia! to 
determine this experimentally, because then special care has tobetaken to ensure that bath 
signals are measured with known measurement delay times ( caused by the op ti cal path, the 
PMT transit time, cable lengths, etc.). 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison ofthe modeled response (drawn curve) with a deconvoluted measurement 
at z = 2 cm (diamonds). The Gaussian tunetion with a peak at 20 ns represents the modeled laser 
intensity (a. u.). 
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Chapter 7 

Hydragen density calibration 

In the previous chapter, the fluorescence decay times of the atomie hydrogen p = 3 level at 
several axial positions of the cascaded are plasma have been measured. The Doppier width of 
the absorption lines is known from previous experiments [29], so the only unknown variabie 
that is leftin the proportionality equation 2.5 is the calibration factor Ccal· In this chapter an 
experiment to determine this factor is reported. 

The general outline is this; a titration experiment using a flow tube reactor, described 
below, is used to determine the relation between the measured fluorescence signal and the 
absolute hydrogen ground state density. Immediately after the titration experiment, the orig
inal plasma souree set-up is restored (without making any changes to the laser focussingor 
light detection branch) and the fluorescence signal is measured at various axial positions in 
the expanding cascaded are plasma. The absolute hydrogen density is then determined for 
these positions. 

lt is generally impossible to reproduce absolute values of the fluorescence signal sirree 
the experimental setup is very sensitive to small changes. Therefore, if at a later date hydra
gen density measurements are to be done, the fluorescence signal must be measured at the 
location of interestand at one or more of the previously calibrated positions. The calibration 
factorcanthen be reconstructed using the ratio of the signal values and the calibrated density. 

7.1 Titration metbod and experimental setup 

On top of the plasma vessel a flow tube reactor, illustrated in tigure 7.1, is mounted. A 
microwave Beenakker cavity [7] ( operating power 50 W) creates a discharge in the main gas 
flow which consistsof 450 seem (standard cubic centimeter per minute) helium and a small 
amount (4 seem) of hydrogen gas. All gas flows are accurately controlled with mass flow 
controllers. 

A fraction of the hydrogen molecules is dissociated in the microwave discharge. The 
main flow continues down a 600 mm teflon tube (the discharge temperature has already 
decreased to near room temperature). At 35 mm from the end of the tube a 50 seem mixture 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic overview of the flowtube reactor. 

of 2.11% N02 in He is added to the flow. The following fast reaction then occurs: 

H + N02 ---t OH+ NO, 

with rate constant k = 1.3 · 10-10 cm3/s [6]. 

(7.1) 

The distance between the point where the second flow is added and the end of the main 
teflon tube, where the laser focus is located, is small compared to the length of the main teflon 
tube. Therefore, to a good approximation, the hydrogen ground state density is constant over 
the last 35 mm in the absence of N02 • 

As the N02 flow increases, the fluorescence signal will decrease as more and more 
ground state hydrogen reacts according to reaction (7.1). When the fluorescence lightdisap
pears, the titration is said to be complete and the initia! hydrogen density can be expressed 
as 

(7.2) 

with n x the density of partiele X, 4J x the flow ra te of X and the subscript tot derroting total 
density or flow. The second equality implies the assumption of efficient mixing between the 
added He/ N 02 flow and the main flow. 
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The fi.rst equality in equation (7 .2) is only valid if the timet that a passing partiele spends 
between the entrance of the secondary flow and the laser focus is long enough for the chem
ica! reaction to be complete. If not, more N02 has to be added so that when the fluorescence 
signal eventually becomes too small to measure, for every hydragen atom more than one 
N02 molecule is available. 

The importance of this potential problem can be evaluated by solving the rate equations: 

The salution for nH, nNo2 is 

{ 

nH 

nHo 
nNo~ 

nNo2,o 

nNo2,o exp(kt(nNo2,o- nH,o))- nH,o 
nNo2,o- nH,o 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

As t goes to infinity, we find nH --t 0 if nH,o < nNo2,o and nNo2 --t 0 if nNo2 ,o < nH,o, as 
expected. Of more practical interest is the case in which nNo2 ,o approaches nH,O· Por nH we 
find, using exp(kt(nNo2 ,o- nH,o)) ~ kt(nNo2,o- nH,o): 

(7.5) 

Ifthe titration point (nH,o = nNo2,o) is to be clearly defined by a total absence of fluorescence 
(nH = 0), we must have knH,ot » 1. This is a criterium to determine the quality of the 
ritration measurement. 

7.2 Flow tube reactor measurements 

The results of the fluorescence signal versus He/N02 flow measurement with the flow tube 
reactor are shown in figure 7 .2. The values of the fluorescence signal are expressed as the 
amplitude of the photomultiplier signal on the oscilloscope. A Hamamatsu R928 photomul
tiplier, operated at a negative voltage of 1000 V, was used. The laser power was 120 11J per 
pulse. 

Two sets of values were measured, the first set (the squares) while increasing the He/N02 

flow until the fluorescence signal disappeared, and the second while decreasing the flow from 
that point. The reason for this is to make sure that the laser UV intensity did not significantly 
change (read: decrease) during the measurement. The fact that the second set of values is 
lower than the first one, is probably because the mass flow controller is slow to adjust the 
N02 concentration in the vessel. 

The titration was not ideal, which can beseen from the 'tail' of the fluorescence signal 
curve. In order to determine the ritration point, a linear fit was made through all points in each 
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Figure 7.2: TI.tration measurement. The squares represent values measured while inereasing the N02 

flow, after that the points depieted by eireles were measured with deereasing flow. A linear fit was 
made through all but the last two datapoints. The interseetion with the x-axis is at about 32.5 seem. 

set except the ones at the two highest N02 flow rates. The intersection with the x-axis of the 
linear fits in figure 7.2 is at cPHefN02 ~ 32.5 ± 2 seem. The fitting algorithm reports an error 
of about 1 seem, but because the titration is obviously not complete, we will work with an 
estimated error of2 seem. The He/N02 mixture contains 2.11% N02, so cPNo2 = 0.69±0.04 
seem. Then, using the ideal gas equation, 

cPN02 p rPN02 (7 8 ± 2 6) 1019 -3 (7 6) nH,o = nNo2 ,o = -"'-ntot = kT_"'_ = . · · m , · 
~tot ~tot 

with p = 1.8±0.5 Torr (237 Pa), T = 300 K and rPtot =504 seem. The hydragen dissociation 
degree is 

nH rPN02 ~ 7.9 . 10-2. (7.7) 
2nH2 + nH 2c/JH2 + rPN02 

The error in nH,o (34%) is mainly due to the relatively large uncertainty in the value for 
the vessel pressure p, that was read from a mechanica! manometer. The temperature T is 
taken to be the vessel (room) temperature and any uncertainty in T is ignored in the above 
calculation. As we shall see later, there are some problems with that approach, too. 

We can also calculate the value of knH 0t now. 504 seem (a standard cc is 1 cm3 at 300 
' K and 1 atmosphere) corresponds with a flow of 504 ·1.67 ·103 /237 cm3·s-1 at a pressure of 

237 Pa. The ritration tube crosssectionis 2.1 cm2 and the length is 3.5 cm, so we find for the 
ritration timet a value of 2.1 ms. The value of knH,ot is then 21, which is larger than one, 
although not very much larger. According to equation (7.5), the remairring nH density at the 
ritration point is 1/(1 + 21) · nH,o ~ 5 · 10-2 

• nH,O• which corresponds toa signal value of 
about 4 m V in tigure 7 .2. That is roughly the value of the measured signal at the point which 
we have assumed to be the ritration point. 
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Figure 7.3: Speetral scan of the flow-tube reactor fluorescence signal. The Doppier width is 2.31 
cm- 1, corresponding toa hydragen temperature ofl.l · 103 K. 

A speetral scan of the fluorescence signal was made and is presented in figure 7 .3. The 
hydrogen temperature we findis 1.1 · 103 K, which is much higher than the gas temperature 
(300 K) that was used to calculate the hydrogen density. 1100 Kisnota realistic value for 
the macroscopie gas temperature - for the very simple reasou that the teflon tube would not 
survive the experiment- so there is apparently a difference between the temperatures of the 
main helium gas and the atomie hydrogen particles. An increased atomie hydrogen tempera
ture could be caused by exothermic hydrogen dissociation processes in the Beenakker cavity. 
Since the measured temperature is obviously not correct, we assume that the macroscopie 
gas temperature, that should be used to couvert flow units to partiele densities in equation 
(7 .6), is equal to the room temperature. 

Unfortunately, the fiuorescence decay time has notbeen measured. At the time the titra
tion experiment was done, the fast photomultiplier that was used for the other measurements 
was not yet available. Moreover, the proper methods for determining decay times (such as 
optimizing the detection volume position) were also not yet developed. We will assume here 
that the decay time is 10 ns (i.e. no queuehing and no absorption, and perfect .€-mixing). 
This assumption will be further discussed in chapter 8. 

7.3 Cascaded are measurements 

Figure 7.4 shows the results of the cascaded are plasma calibration. The atomie hydrogen 
densities in the centre of the plasma are given as a function of axial position. Three sets 
of datapoints are displayed; the squares, in the middle, represent measurements done with 
exactly the same equipment settings as during the calibration experiment, the circles (right) 
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denote measurements made with a higher photomultiplier voltage (-1200 V) to increase the 
signal strength, and the triangles (left) represent the results of earlier measurements by Ma
zouffre [29]. 

1 10 100 
axial position (mm) 

Figure 7.4: Calibrated hydragen densities as a tunetion of axial position. Squares represent dat
apoints measured with the same equipment settings as during the titration experiment. The circle 
points were determined with a higher photomultiplier voltage, while the triangle points were mea
sured earlier by Mazouffre [29]. 

The first set of measurements contains datapoints that overlap with points in the other 
two sets. By recording speetral scans, the Doppier width of the absorptjon profiles has been 
taken into account in the calibration of the densities, but not the decay times. Correcting for 
the measured decay times involves decreasing the values for z = 1, 2 mm by about 10%. 

Since speetral scans were made to determine the densities, we can also present the atomie 
hydragen temperatures as a function of axial position. Figure 7.5 shows the hydragen tem
peratures that were determined by fitting Gaussian functions to the speetral scan data and by 
using equation (2.8). The relative errors in the fitted widths areabout 5%, so the temperature 
values have a relative error of at least 10%. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion and conclusions 

8.1 Transient recording 

The first condusion is that the transient recording technique, discussed in chapter 3 is, with 
the right equipment, an effective and, compared to TAC measurements, relatively fast and 
easy technique for time-resolved fluorescence measurements. The main components of the 
experimental equipment are the Hamamatsu R5783 photo-sensor module and the HP54111D 
digitizing oscilloscope. With these devices, fluorescence decay times of 10 ns have been 
measured with an accuracy of 0.5 ns. In the near future, an experiment to measure fluores
cenee decay times in the argon atomie system will be performed. These decay times are 
typically greater than 20 ns, so the current experimental setup should also be adequate for 
these investigations. 

The measurement time can be decreased by a factor of about two by replacing the 
HP54111D oscilloscope withafaster model. The sampling rate of the current oscilloscope 
(109 samples/s) is large enough, but the sweep frequency while averaging is only about 18 
Hz, significantly lower than the 50Hz laser repetition rate. 

8.2 Time-resolved measurements and calculations 

The influence of the size and relative position of the detection volume is a complication in 
the measurement of decay times. lf the relative detection volume position is not set cor
rectly, an additional uncertainty of 1.5 ns is introduced in the measured decay time values. 
Our understanding of the cause of these effects - thermal and jet flows .- indicates that the 
obvious solution is to increase the detection volume, as was done by replacing the 0.2 mm 
optie cable with a 0.37 mm one, but this reduces the signal to noise- or, rather, the fluores
cenee to background- ratio. On the bright side, a carefully measured (by maximizing the 
decay time) fluorescence signal shows a good agreement with the modeled signal, inspiring 
faith in both the deconvolution procedure and the experimental method. 

All measured decay times were close to 10 ns. This corresponds toa decay rate of 108 

s-1 which is the theoretica! rate in case there is an efficient .e-mixing mechanism. In the 
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absence of such a mechanism, the decay time would have to be about 17 ns. The €-mixing 
mechanism is probab1y not collisional; with large estimates for the total density, collisional 
cross section and partiele velocity near the are nozzle, n = 1022 m-3 , O" = 10-18 m2 and 
V = 5 · 103m/s We find a COllision frequency nO"V equal tO 5 · 107 S-1, smaller than the decay 
rate by a factor of two, and decreasing rapidly as we move away from the are nozzle. The 
€-mixing is therefore probably caused by an electro-magnetic field, possibly that of the laser 
beam. 
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Figure 8.1: (a) Contour plot of Ny with marked areas tor the cascaded are plasma conditions (ioniza
tion ratio estimated between 1% and 10%) and the flow-tube reactor conditions. (b) Estimated decay 
time (left axis) and pboton mean tree path length (right axis) as a tunetion of axial position. 

The decay times as a function of axial position have been determined with an estimated 
accuracy of ±0.5 ns. This accuracy is not bad compared to the 90%-10% fall-time of the 
laser intensity, which is about 3.7 ns and which will 'smear out' the fiuorescence decay 
somewhat. No quenching was found within 20 cm distance from the nozzle. Indeed, close 
to the nozzle, where it was suspected collisional depopulation might be an important factor, 
a slight (about 1 ns) increase in the decay time was found. 

In figure 8.1(a) the N'Y contour plotforTe = 0.3 eV from figure 5.7 is reprinted, with 
marked areas that overlap the hydragen ground state densities that were determined in the 
titration experiment. For the cascaded are plasma, an ionization ratio between 1% and 10% 
is estimated. The electron density of the flow-tube reactor plasma is estimated to be no 
higher than 1017 -1018 m-3 . It is clear that the model prediets an almost constant decay time 
over both ranges. It would have been interesting to see whether the model's prediction of 
self-quenching (increased depopulation rate due to the extra electrans produced via photo
ionization) for n 1 > 1021 m-3 is accurate, but unfortunately the hydragen densities in the 
cascaded are are not high enough. 

In figure 8.1 (b) an estimate of the effects of re-absorption on the decay time as a function 
of axial position is presented. The calibration values for n 1 and Th have been used to calcu-
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late the photon free path according to equation (2.12). Theescape factor A31 , the fraction of 
the photons that leave the detection volume unabsorbed, can be estimated as 

A31 = exp(-w/Àphoton), 

with w ~ 0.2 mm, half the smallest dimension of the detection volume (0.37 mm). At 1 
mm from the nozzle, the decay time is lengtherred by 0.7 ns. This is of the sameorder of 
magnitude as the increase that has been measured, so it is possible that the increase is caused 
by absorption. 

8.3 Hydragen density calibration 

Even though the titration measurement is not ideal- the fluorescence signa! does not com
pletely disappear- the hydragen density in the flow-tube reactor plasma has been deter
mined within a 34% error margin to be (7.8 ± 2.8) · 1019 m-3 • 

No decay time measurement is available for the flow-tube reactor plasma, but it is un
likely that the decay time differs from 10 ns. In the flow-tube reactor plasma, both the 
electron and the hydragen densities are lower than at locations close to the nozzle in the cas
caded are plasma. Sirree no quenching was found in the latter, it is not likely it will be found 
in the former plasma. An increase in decay time due to absorption is not expected either, 
sirree the value of Àphoton is about 6 mm in the flow-tube reactor. Finally, as the .€-mixing is 
probably caused by the laser itself and therefore equally efficient in both plasmas, it is not 
expected to have any influence either. 

At 1 mm from the are nozzle the hydragen ground state density is (5.0 ± 1.7) · 1020 

m-3 ; it has dropped to (5.0 ± 1.7) · 1019 m-3 at 10 mm and to (2.0 ± 0.7) · 1018 m-3 at 80 
mm from the nozzle. The hydragen temperature varies between (3.0 ± 0.3) · 103 K close to 
the nozzle and (8.5 ± 0.9) · 102 Kat 20 mm distance, after which it slowly increases to an 
apparent maximum of (1.3 ± 0.1) ·103 Kat z = 55 and 65 mm, in the shock region. The last 
temperature measured, at z = 80 mm, is (7.5 ± 0.8) · 102 K. 

The uncertainty in the absolute value of the hydragen ground state density is mainly due 
to the approximately 30% uncertainty in the vessel pressure value. This problem can be 
easily fixed by installing a proper manometer before a new titration attempt is made. 

In a new titration experiment, the flow-tube reactor could also be equipped with a way 
to measure the gas temperature (using, for example, a thermocouple). For the moment, 
we have assumed that the gas temperature is equal to the vessel (room) temperature. If 
the temperature tums out to be somewhere between 300 and 1100 K (the atomie hydragen 
temperature), the presently determined densities are too low by a factor of up to 4. 
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Appendix A 

Various transient recording issues · 

In this appendix a few aspects of the transient recording technique will be treated. Most 
readers will undoubtedly be familiar with the theory of Fourier transfarms and convolutions 
that is introduced in the following section, but the denvation of the convolution formula 
is necessary in order to make a point about the less trivia! case of the convolution that is 
introduced in the measurement by averaging over many, varying, single-photon responses. 
In the third section, a 'sanity check' for the deconvolution is described, and in the final 
section the averaging of the photomultiplier time-resolved signal will be treated. 

A.l Fourier transfarms and convolution 

The transfer function h(t) of a measuring device is defined as the device's output response to 
an input 'ó-event', an infinitely short input signal. Mathematically, this event is represented 
by the Dirac c5 function, which has the property f g(T)ó(t)dT = g(t), with g(tO an arbitrary 
function. A real device's response to such an event has a finite duration, so that at timetafter 
the event, the output still has a non-zero value. 

If the input of the device is a function g ( t), than the output s ( t) of the measuring device 
is given by the convolution of g(t) and h(t), 

s(t) = g(t) * h(t) fooo g(t- T)h(T)dT. (A.l) 

The integral shows that at time t the value of the output s is still influenced by the value the 
input function g had at timet- T, if h(T) is non-zero. A perfect device has a ó(O) transfer 
function, so that equation (Al) red u ces to s ( t) = g ( t). 

The Fourier transformation maps the function g( t) from the time domain to the frequency 
domain. The frequency representation G(f) of g(t) is given by1 

G(f) = /_: g(t) exp(i27r jt)dt, (A.2) 

10ften radial frequency w is used instead of frequency f. This results in an extra factor (21r)- 1 in the 
inverse transform. 
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with inverse transfarm 

g(t) =i: G(f) exp( -i27r jt)df. (A.3) 

The Fourier transfarm of s(t) = g(t) * h(t) is then given by 

S(f) =i: i: g(t- T)h(T) exp(i27r jt)dTdt 

=i: i: g(t')h(T) exp(i27r j(t' + T))dTdt' 

=i: g(t') exp(i2Jrjt')dt' ·i: h(T) exp(i27r jT)dT = G(f) · H(f). (A.4) 

In the first equality the integral over T is extended to minus infinity. This is allowed, sirree 
h( T) = 0 for all T < 0- we are dealing with laboratory equipment, not crystal balls. In the 
second line of equation (A.4) the transformation t' = t- T is used. 

Equation (A.4) shows that the convolution of two functions is, in the frequency domain, 
just the product of the two. This property of Fourier transfarms will be used in section A.2, 
where a procedure for deconvolution, to reconstruct g(t) from a knowledge of s(t) and h(t), 
is outlined. 

A.l.l Photomultiplier signal convolution 

In this section, it will be shown that the convolution theoremalso applies to a photomultiplier 
signal s( t) that consists of the average of N single-photon contributions: 

1 N 
sN(t) = N L h(t- ti), 

i=l 

(A.5) 

with h(t) the single-photon response function, and photons arriving at times t1 , t 2 , ... , tN 
after the start of a cycle. 

The demand for photo-multiplier linearity, as defined insection 3.2.5, means that it does 
notmatter whether the single-photon contributions are added in the photomultiplier (when 
more than one photon is detected duringa single cycle) or by the oscilloscope (where the 
PMT signals of different cycles are averaged). 

If N grows large, we can approximate the sum in (A.5) with an integral over the proba
bility P( T) of detecting a photon between timeT and T + dT: 

lim SN(t) = s(t) oe {
00 

P(T)h(t- T)dT oe {
00 

g(T)h(t- T)dT = g(t) * h(t). (A.6) 
N~oo Jo h 

Using the fact that P( T) is proportional to the fluorescence signal g( T), and h(t < 0) = 0, we 
find that the measured fluorescentsignalis convoluted with the PMT single-photon response. 
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Generally, the photomultiplier single-photon response will vary. Suppose the transfer 
function can be characterized by two statistically distributed parameters, say, gain G and 
FWHM r. The general farm of equation (A5) is then 

(A7) 

and the signal s(t), averagedover many samples, will be proportional to 

s(t) = looo 1 Ir g(T)P(G, r)h(G, r, t- T)dfdGdT 
00 Jp G r 

= fo g(T) la fr P(G, r)h(G, r, t- T)dfdGdT = g(t) * h(t) ' 
(A.8) 

with P(G, r)dGdf the chance of abtairring a single-photon response with gain [G, G +dG] 
and width [r, r + df], and the average single-photon response h(t) defined by 

h(t) =la Ir P(G, f)h(G, r, t)dfdG. (A9) 

The only assumption that is made in equation (A.8) is that the disttibution of the single
photon response parameters is independent of the arrival time of the photon. 

Equation AS shows that, for linear photomultipliers, the total of many single-photon 
responses is, regardless of whether this total is obtained by actdition in the PMT or elsewhere, 
equal to the convolution of the photon artival time distribution g(t) with the averaged PMT 
single-photon response h(t). 

A.2 FFT and deconvolution 

Measurements do nat yield continuous functions as in the previous section, but rather discrete 
sets of data. Instead of the complete function s ( t), N discrete points Sm are measured: 

Sm= s(tm), tm = m. tlt, m = 1 ... N, 

with tlt the constant time interval between points. The discrete version of the Foutier trans
farm is defined analogous to the continuous one, 

(AlO) 

so the Foutier transfarm of discrete data is also discrete, with frequency step size (N · tlt)- 1 

and maximum frequency I f maxI = ( 2 · tlt) - 1 , as required by the sampling theorem. 
A particularly fast way to calculate discrete (inverse) Fourier transfarms is provided by 

the Fast Foutier Transfarm (FFT) algorithm [27]. Most FFT implementations only work on 
data sets that contain a number of points that is a power of two. Usually, measured data sets 
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need to be padded with zeros ( or an appropriate baseline value) at the end until the number 
of data points is exactly a power of two. 

The convolution formula (A.8) that was derived in the previous sectionis still valid. In 
discrete terms it is given by 

and solving for Gn we find 

where H: denotes the complex conjugate of H n· 

All measurement data is subject to some sort of bandwidth limitation, which ~fines a 
maximum frequency for which the frequency spectrum contains meaningful information. 

For higher frequencies, Hn will go to zero, but the value of H:/ jH nj 2 
may contain very 

large meaningless values due to frequency independent noise, which will contaminate the 
spectrum of Gn. 

The solution is to cut off the frequency spectrum at a well chosen frequency feut-of!' so 
that G n is given by 

IN~ bot I ::=; J cut-of! 

IN~ bot I > J cut-of! 

(A.ll) 

The discrete values 9m of the input function can be retrieved via an inverse Fourier transfarm 
of Gn. The inverse transfarm will in fact yield two sets of values; the real and imaginary 
components 9m and g:n. Ideally, all imaginary components are zero. In practice, they won't 
be because of noise pollution. One way to check the quality of the deconvolution procedure 
is then to compare the time domain power spectrum l9m + ig:nl with the real values 9m· 

lf the signal is measured with a lower time resolution than the transfer function, the 
signal datapoints need to be interpolated before a deconvolution can be done. This is a fairly 
trivia! task for computer software. Appendix A contains a script for the scientific computer 
programfudgit that was used in this work to deconvolute data. 

A.3 Deconvolution 'sanity check' 

As outlined insection A.2 the measured signals should be deconvoluted with the photomulti
plier single-photon response function. However, this approach might not always be practical 
due to the disastrous effects noise can have on the procedure of deconvolution. Also, the 
mathematica! machinery of deconvolution is much like a black box; it's easy to loose track 
of, for example, the measurement error in a deconvoluted signal. In this section a deconvolu
tion 'sanity check' will be outlined. With this approach, the difference between a measured 
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(convoluted) and original (deconvoluted) signal can be estimated. lf the 'real' deconvolution 
of the measurement data then gives a completely different result, we will conclude that the 
deconvolution process went wrong somewhere and that the deconvoluted signal is meaning
less. In essence, a "margin of faith" for the deconvolution process will be defined. 

The procedure goes as follows: an analytica! function f ( t) is convoluted with the measur
ing device's- in this case the R5783P-Ol photosensormodule- averaged transfer function 
h(t) using eq (A.8) to obtain the function s(t). Then the original function f(t) is fitted to 
s(t), to obtain an estimate of the adjustment to the original function's parameters that is 
caused by the measuring device. 

To be able to use this procedure, we have to assume that the measured single-photon 
response is indeed a good representation of the function h(t). For f(t) we use single ex
ponential decays: f(t) = exp( -t/T). The function that will be fitted to the convolution is 
IJit(t) =a+ b exp( -t/TJit), where a, bandTfit are adjustable parameters. The fitting algo
rithm is the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm, which requires a weight (standard deviation) 
function a 1(t) in order to calculate the expectation values of the errors in the fit parameters. 
As would be the case with real photomultiplier data, the Poisson distribution error is used, 

a1(t) = /*). 
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Figure A.l: convolutions of functions exp( -tjT) with the single-photon response for T=5, 10 and 
15 nanoseconds. The right graph shows the naturallogarithm of the functions on the left hand si de. 

The convoluted functions s(t) for T=5, 10 and 15 nanoseconds are shown in figure A.l, 
and the fitted value Tfit is given in table A.l. Fits were made for different parts of the 
convoluted function. The function increases until it reaches a maximum at t = 5 ns and then 
decreases with what appears to be an exponential rate. 

From table Al it can be seen that the error reported by the fitting algorithm does nat 
make a lot of sense; it is toa small by a factor of up to 90. It's more interesting to take a look 
at the real error in Tfit· This parameter tums out to be about 10 to 20% toa high for fits that 
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Table A.l: Fit parameters trom the sanity check procedure. 
T (ns) fit range (ns) Tfit (ns) error (ns) 

5 5-60 5.88 ±0.01 0.88 (18%) 
10-60 5.81 ±0.01 0.81 (16%) 
15-60 5.53 ±0.02 0.53 (11%) 

10 5-60 11.35 ±0.02 1.35 (12%) 
10-60 10.93 ±0.02 0.93 (9%) 
15-60 10.48 ±0.02 0.48 (5%) 

15 5-60 17.49 ±0.05 2.49 (17%) 
10-60 16.56 ±0.04 1.56 (10%) 
15-60 15.75 ±0.03 0.75 (5%) 

are made over the entire decay range (5-60 ns), and the error generally decreases if we move 
the fitting range away from the peak. N ote that this behaviour is of limited use, because 
in real photomultiplier data the relative error is inversely proportional to the absolute value 
which again increases the error in Tfit· 

We can conclude from this simple procedure that forT = 10 to 15 ns the fitting param
eter Tfit will be about 5 to 15% too high when fitting over a range starting at least 5 ns to 
the right of the peak of the convoluted function, but it is very important to keep in mind 
the various assumptions that were made: (1) the single-photon response we measured is a 
good representation ofh(t) and (2) the original signa! f(t) is indeed (close to) exponentially 
decaying. 

A.4 Transient averaging 

Whether the averaging of the measured signal, as illustrated in figure 3.8, is carried out in 
the oscilloscope or by a computer is in theory not important. In practice however, there is the 
fact that computers can store numbers with a virtually infinite precision, while oscilloscope 
registers are usually limited to a fixed number of bits. Averaging on the computer only, 
however, means that after each sweep of the oscilloscope data has to be transferred. This 
extra overhead will increase the measurement time. · 

It's obvious that a 'division of labor' has to be made; averaging on the oscilloscope 
means poorer resolution and averaging on a personal computer results in longer measurement 
times. Some sort of recipe of the form 'average X times on the oscilloscope, then transfer 
the averaged data to the computer and repeat this Y times' is required. To know what the 
maximum value of X is, we have to take a look at the oscilloscope's data representation. 

Oscilloscopes usually work with two different resolutions; one is the resolution of the 
Analog to Digital Converterand the other is the resolution of the intemal data storage. The 
distinction becomes important when the oscilloscope is used to take an average over a num
ber of sweeps. 

Figure A.2 shows a hypothetical oscilloscope screen with both the averaged signa! and a 
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Figure A.2: Oscilloscope screen showing both the averaged signal and a single-sweep acquisition 
during a transient recording with a photomultiplier. Note that the vertical scale has to be set large 
compared to the average amplitude to accommodate PMT peak intensities. 

single-sweep acquisition during a transient recording with a photomultiplier. For this type of 
measurement, the vertical scale (which sets the ADC range) has to be settoa large value so 
that PMT peak intensities do not 'go through the floor'. This scale is usually large compared 
to the averaged signal amplitude, so that effectively only about one eight of the average 
storage resolution is used. The importance of this effect increases as the average number of 
detected photons per cycle decreases. 

Assuming a Poisson distribution of the averaged sample values, the relative error after 
n averages is n-112 . Information is lost when this is lower than the oscilloscope's vertical 
resolution, i.e. when n > (0.12 · 2b) 2 with b the number of storage bits and a 12% effective 
vertical range. 

The oscilloscope that was used in the present work, the HP54111D, uses 8 bit registers for 
both the ADC and the intemal storage2 and can average over up to 64 samples per datapoint 
The maximum number of samples is much larger than that: nmax = (0.12 · 256) 2 ~ 900. 

However, only averaging in the oscilloscope always gives the data a distinct bit-like look 
. lf nothing else, the metbod of averaging by computer gives the data a more aesthetically 
pleasing appearance. 

During the course of the investigations it was found that the number of averages in the 
computer (Y) should beat least 25, to prevent the bit-like measurements. The value of X can 
be chosen so that the total number of measurements XY yields a sufficient signal to noise 
ratio. 

The data transfer between the HP54111D oscilloscope and the corn,puter is dorre via an 
IEEE-488 (GP-ffi) databus. For the data transfer to and averaging on a personal computer 
the program "HPDUMP" was written. Appendix B contains the manual page. 

2The oscilloscope documentation [30] claims that for averaged buffers 16 bit registers are used. However, 
there is no way around the 8 bit limitation of data transfers to a computer, so for all practical purposes, the 
buffer resolution is 8 bit. 
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Appendix B 

Software 

B.l HPDUMP manual page 

HPDUMP.EXE is a command line driven program to read data from the HP54111D oscil
loscope via the IEEE-448 interface, using a PCL-818 (Advantech) PC IEEE-488 interface 
card. 

usage: hpdump (IX] [options] [filename] 
Where X is channel number [1,2,5,6], of memory number (with the /m switch) [1..8]. 
Channels 5 and 6 stand for function 1 and 2. Default channel is 1, and the default 
filename is HPDUMP.DAT 

op ti ons: (order is not important) 
Is : silent; don't write info to stdout. 
/i : write integers; don't use XINC, YINC, etc. 
/x : x-col; don't write the x column. 
/m : memory; read MEM X, not channel X. 
/d : digitize; send a \DIG <channel> \ command before reading. 
/r:x : repeat x times, save in seperate files. 
/t:x : total; like /r:x, but save total in one file. 
/a:y : set number of averages to y. 
/w:s : wait s seconds after digitize before trying to read. 
/h : help; prints a help message. 

examples: 

• hpdump /d /1 
Sencts a digitize command for channel 1, reacts out the memory where the waveform 
is stored (1 or 5, depending on whether the scope is in real time or average mode) and 
saves the result in default file HPDUMP.DAT. 
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• hpdump /m /6 memory.dat 
Reacts the contents of memory 6 and saves it to file MEMORY.DAT. Only useful after 
a waveform has been manually stored in memory 6 via the control panel menu "Wfm 
Save". 

• hpdump /a:64 /w:S /d 
Sets number of averages to 64, sencts a digitize command, waits 5 seconds, than at
tempt to read the memory for channel 1 (default) and save to file HPDUMP.DAT. The 
"Iw" wait switch is needed when the measurement takes more than a few seconds. 
HPDUMP does notcheck whether the acquisition is complete; it just asks the data and 
if this takes too long, a time-out will occur. 
Also note that HPDUMP will set the number of averages, but not the averaging mode. 
The /a switch makes no sense if the scope is in real time mode! 

• hpdump /a:10 /t:15 /d /2 
Sets averages to 10, sencts a digitize for channel 2, reacts the results, repeats these two 
steps 15 times in total, then saves the tota1 values to file HPDUMP.DAT 

• hpdump /r:15 /d /2 
Like the previous, but generates 15 separate files HPDUMP.001, HPDUMP.002 ... for 
each acquistion 

• hpdump /d /1 /x 
Like the first example, but the time values are not saved. The datafile will consist off a 
single column, the voltages. 

• hpdump /d /1 /i 

Bugs: 

Doesn't convert digital values to seconds and vollts, but writes the digital values 
[0 .. 255] instead for each column. Can be used with the /x switch. Saves lots of hard 
disk space, especially when real time acquisitions (8192 datapoints) are made. 

• The /d option should have been the default. You always want it. 

• No waming if you overwrite an existing file. 

• No waming if the harddisk is full. 

B.2 Deconvolution 

The following is a fudgit script that can be used to deconvolute measured signals, if the 
measuring device's transfer function is known. Pudgit is a freeware scientific fitting and 
plotting package and can be found on the Internet at h t tp: 1 /www. suns i te. ac . uk/. The 
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script is heavily commented and it should not be difficult to port this to another application. 
All that's really needed are FFf and interpolation algorithms. 

The script should be called with three arguments; (1) the name of a file containing the 
convoluted data in (time, signal) data pairs, (2) the name of a file containing 4096 values 
h(fi) / ih(fi) 12 , with h(fi) the ith component of the Fourier transfarm of the transfer function 
that was measured with 0.04 ns resolution and (3) the x-value in the first datafile where the 
deconvolution should start. lf a value of -1 is given as the third argument the deconvolution 
is started at the beginning of the input file. The resolution and number of datapoints can 
easily be changed in the script. 

macro deconv 3 

# Read the data (X Y column file) 

read $1 XSIG:1 YSIG:2 

# First, interpolate the SIGnal values, so that the resolution 

# matches with the PMT response function (distance between 

# points 4e-11 sec). The 'spline' cammand prepares the 

# interpolation cornmand. 

spline XSIG YSIG 

# Use a specific x-value as starting point if needed. 

# Otherwise, start at the beginning. 

let if ($3 != -1) {xsigfrom = $3} else {xsigfrom = XSIG[1]} 

set data 4096 

# Build a new XSIG xvalues array 

# XSIG[i=1 .. 4096] = xsigfrom + (i-1) * 4e-11 

let x=O; XSIG=xsigfrom + (x++)*4e-11 

# Now replace YSIG with interpolated values 

let YSIG = interp(XSIG) 

# Now we're ready to do the fast fourier transfarm 

# Real part in RYSIG, imaginary in IYSIG 

let IMSIG = 0 

fft YSIG IMSIG RYSIG IYSIG 

# Laad the fft values of the PMT function. 

# RPMT is the real value and IPMT the complex part. 

# Bath values have been divided by the magnitude, 

# for example: RPMT=rpmt/(rpmtA2+ipmtA2) 

read $2 RPMT:1 IPMT:2 

# Calculate the complex division (RDC, IDC) 

# (y+y'i)/(p+p'i) = 1/(pA2+p'2) * ( yp + y'p' + (y'p- yp')i ) 

let RDC RYSIG * RPMT + IYSIG * IPMT 

let IDC = IYSIG * RPMT - RYSIG * IPMT 

# inverse transfrom 
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invfft RDC IDC DCSIG IM 

# plot the result using gnuplot 

gnuplot XSIG DCSIG 

stop 
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Appendix C 

Photomultipliers 

Two different types of photomultipliers have been used during this work, Hamamatsu photo
multiplier model R928 and photosensor module R5783P-04. During the course of the inves
tigations some of the characteristics of bath types have been measured, and in this appendix 
the results will be presented. 

The timing characteristics of the photomultipliers are of course important to the present 
work. This type of information is nat readily available in literature because Hamamatsu's 
catalogue is nat very informative with respect to timing information (only the transit times 
are listed) and because the R5600 series (on which the R5783 is based) is, as ofthis writing, 
still fairly new and nat widely known. 

C.l Hamamatsu R928 

Model R928 is a popular, relatively inexpensive and fast general-purpose photomultiplier. It 
has a side-on contiguration and contains a circular cage dynode structure. It can he operated 
at negative voltages up to 1250 Volts, at which level the gain is about 107 • 

C.l.l Single pboton response 

The single-photon response has been measured using a HP54111D digitizing oscilloscope at 
1 GHz sampling rate. Isolated photon events were generated by exposing the photomultiplier 
to a reasanabie amount of light ( reasanabie in the sense of enough to generate many photons 
per second, but keeping the average anode current below 20% of the maximum to avoid any 
saturation effects), and by triggering the oscilloscope on the downward edge of the son
terminated signal. 

The oscilloscope is capable of averaging and of a technique called interleaving. In inter
leaving mode, the delay between the trigger and the start of sampling is randomized, so that 
when the sweeps are added tagether the density of points on the time axis can he larger than 
that given by the sampling rate (one per nanosecond). Interleaving thus gives an improved 
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time resolution, at the cost of longer measuring times and under the condition that the signal 
is reproducible. 

Because the single-photon response varies per photon, a single interleaved scan will not 
do. We have to average over many of them to get a picture of the average single-photon 
response. It is important to note that this approach implies the assumption that the rise time 
of the photomultiplier response is reasonably constant. If it is not, the oscilloscope will be 
triggered at a different part ofthe curve at the beginning of each sweep. This will be averaged 
out, resulting in a measured single-photon response that is too wide. 

The importance of this effect can be estimated by camparing the full width at half max
imum (FWHM) of the averaged single-photon response with that of unaveraged measure
ments. This can be done with up to 1 ns second resolution, since that is the maximum 
resolution of the oscilloscope without using interleaving. No significant deviation between 
the averaged and single-shot widths was found. The single-photon response is given in tigure 
C.l. 
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Figure C.l: Interleaved measurement of the single-pboton response of the Hamamatsu R928 PMT. 

Camparing this tigure with the single-photon response from the R5600P-Ol photomulti
plier (see tigure 4.6), it is obvious that the latter PMT has far superior timing characteristics. 

C.2 R5783 photosensor module 

The R5783 photosensor module is based on a new breed of photomultiplier, the R5600 series. 
In design the R5600 somewhat resembles a circular-cage dynode structure, but is even more 
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compact. It is cylindrically shaped, with a height of 10 mm and a diameter of 15 mm. The 
effective photocathode diameter is 8 mm. 

The R5600P series is made exactly like the slightly less expensive -U series but meets 
more stringent testing criteria at the factory, which makes it, according to Hamamatsu, fit 
for photon-counting experiments. Further options, as with standard photomultiplier tubes, 
include the dynode material (bialkali or multialkali) and the window type. In this work 
a multialkali model with standard window material has been used (identifier P-01), which 
means that it is sensitive to wavelengths between 300 and 820 nanometers. 

Table C.2 lists further data for the R5600P and R928 series photomultipliers. 

Table C.2: PMTs used in this study. 

Type Max Number of Gain (typ) transit time rise time FWHM 
current stages spread (ns) (ns) (ns) 

R5600P-Ol O.lmA 8 106 ? 0.65 2 
R928 O.lmA 9 107 0.28 2.2 5.5 

The R5783P-01 photosensor module consists of a 5x2.5x2 cm3 box which contains a 
R5600P-01 photomultiplier and a programmabie high voltage supply. The package is oper
ated at 15 VDC and a control voltage between 0 and 1 VDC has to be supplied to set the 
internal high voltage. This can be done with an adjustable resistance, because the module 
provides a 1 Volt reference voltage. The electrical diagram of the power supply annex high 
voltage controller that was built to operate the photosensor module is given in tigure C.2. 

Figure C.2: Electrical diagram of the power supply and high-voltage controller for the R5783P-Ol 
photosensor module. 
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Figure C.3: Two single shot measurements at 1 ns resolution. The top curve was measured with 
a 0.5 meter cable and the bottam one with a 10 meter cable between photomultiplier anode and 
oscilloscope. The long cable appears to damp the ringing effectively. 

C.2.1 Cable impedance 

The impedance, both real and imaginary, of the 50.0 coaxial cable that connects the pho
tomultiplier anode output to the oscilloscope input influences the measured photomultiplier 
signal, as can be seen in tigure C.3. In this figure, parts of two single shot measurements 
(when not averaging, the oscilloscope measures up to 8192 datapoints per sweep) at 1 ns 
resolution are shown for two different cable configurations. The top curve was measured 
with a half meter coaxial cable, while for the bottorn one the standard ten meter cable was 
used. 

The cable impedance has an (unexpected) benefit; it damps the ringing asciilation am
plitude more than it damps the main signal itself. The price we have to pay for this effect 
is slightly less signal (due to real impedance) and marginally broadened peaks (due to the 
imaginary component of the impedance). The broadening is at most 0.5 ns. 
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